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1 Introduction
The target of the NRG-5 (“Enabling Smart Energy as a Service via 5G Mobile Network advances”)
project (GA No. 762013) is to design and develop a novel 5G solution for the energy vertical context
that represents one of the most demanding use case/test case for 5G enabling technologies, mainly
due to the need of addressing a huge range of very diverse requirements to deal with across a variety
of applications.
The 5G mobile communications system has the ambition of responding to widest range of service
and applications in the history of mobile and wireless communications, categorized under enhanced
mobile broadband (eMBB), massive machine-type communications (mMTC) and ultra-reliable and
low-latency communications (URLLC). In responding to the requirements of these services and
application, the 5G mobile system aims to provide a flexible platform to enable new business cases
and models to integrate vertical industries, such as, energy, automotive, manufacturing, and
entertainment. On this basis, various technologies such as network slicing and virtualization emerge
as promising future-proof concepts to adhere by the technological and business needs of different
industries. Furthermore, security architecture shall be natively integrated into the overall architecture,
e.g., to ensure the requirements of the enhanced applications and services pertaining to the safetycritical use cases.
NRG-5 vision is to contribute to the 5G PPP/5G Initiative research and development activities with
concepts, requirements, innovative open-source prototypes, state of the art laboratory experiments,
heterogeneous real-life trials and recommendations towards the realization of a Smart Energy as a
Service use case that will stress 5G current results and co-develop a new 5G communication
infrastructure focusing mainly in the areas of security, privacy, trust and high availability. Moreover,
NRG-5 aims to contribute to the 5G PPP Architecture Work Group activities on the view and
extensions to the 5G Network Architecture, considering the specific requirements of the Energy
Vertical.

1.1 Purpose of the Document
The objective of this document is to contribute to the specification of the 5G Architecture Woking
Group and in parallel to identify the NRG-5 Reference Architecture based on the 5G-PPP outcomes
related to the definition of the 5G-PPP reference architecture. Following the approach of the latter,
this document aims to provide functional decomposition of energy related functions and to
investigate the functional impact of this decomposition respect the 5G QoS/QoE and SLA
requirements according to the use cases described in D1.1.
At system level, the architecture will define in detail the ICT systems and applications to support the
management of the electricity grid and the gas network communication and processing assets,
segments, systems, “system of systems” and smart energy ICT components using the ICT cloud
infrastructure. To deal with all these elements it will be necessary to include a full list of specific
devices or types of devices, processing capabilities, performance (as well as their power
consumption footprint). Special attention will also be paid on defining open APIs that will allow NRG5 to interact with external systems and third parties.
As to the virtualization and management of network-oriented computational tasks, namely functions,
the NRG-5 architecture will consider how to manage the total volume of data that needs to be
transferred from 5G devices to the edge cloud (edge router, CPE or the xMEC) and among Data
© The NRG-5 consortium partners, 2017-2018
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Centres. The ultimate target of this activity is to map all the requirements and use cases to specific
subsystems or components supporting them, harmonized with the 5G PPP reference architectures.
The second release of this deliverable addresses the requests and comments collected at the first
review, with particular emphasis on the compliance of the 5G PPP NRG-5 reference architecture
with the relevant security landscape as specified in the 5G PPP security WG. For this purpose,
security enablers as already specified and developed within the 5GPPP 5G ENSURE project, are
selected, adapted, and leveraged in the NRG-5 solution (section 4), which reflects on VNF design
and development (section 5).
To address this goal, an assessment of the 5G PPP ENSURE project in accordance with the 5GPPP
security landscape will be provided (section 3).

1.2 Structure of the Document
The 5G context of NRG-5 is described, with a focus on the architectural design to transform the
energy network from a closed, monolithic and highly predictable infrastructure to an open, multiowned, decentralized ecosystem.
In order to provide a clear conceptual view of the NRG-5 solution this document is structured as
follows. Section 2 provides a survey on relevant architectures and overview of the state-of-the-art in
the most relevant 5G standardization bodies and 5G projects, along with IoT platform architectures,
highlighting their relation with NRG-5 and which concepts and components could be utilized by NRG5. In this way we provide a general vision where NRG-5 reference architecture is based upon e.g.:
NFV, Edge cloud architectures, in order to “derive” a set of design principles and enablers useful to
design a high-level architecture which, in turn, includes all the components of the NRG-5 concept.
Section 3 describes and analyses the use cases and the requirements to demonstrate the NRG-5
architectural challenges, that means to contribute to the 5G PPP/5G Initiative research and
development activities advancing state-of-the-art in virtualization-based communication networks
technologies, making them suitable to support Smart Energy as a Service at large Scale. Section 4
describes the design and specification of the NRG-5 overall architecture; in particular the
architectural innovation coming from NRG-5 will be introduced. An initial functional decomposition of
the NRG-5 functionalities to various components is detailed according to the NRG-5 use cases in
section 5, while conclusion are drawn in Section 6.

© The NRG-5 consortium partners, 2017-2018
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2 Survey on relevant 5G architectural proposals
The purpose of NRG-5 is not to create a new 5G architecture from scratch. Instead, we aim to
contribute to existing efforts, focusing and contributing mainly on the 5G-PPP Architectural Working
Group approach and extending it in order to take into account the Energy (Electricity and Gas)
concepts and the derived applications’ requirements. Moreover, NRG-5 will take into account and
work on relevant existing 5G related architecture design concepts from ETSI, the Open Networking
Foundation (ONF), the NGMM Alliance, 3GPP, and oneM2M. The results of a number of related
other H2020 collaborative projects will also be used as references to the NRG-5 architecture design
activities.
Key technologies that will be considered in the project are cloud and edge computing, Software
Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and network slicing. These
technologies have recently emerged as key enablers for the transformation and evolution of
traditional telecommunication networks and services. Important aspects of these new technologies
relevant to NRG-5 are:
1. Cloud and edge computing provide an alternative way of achieving effective service
provisioning, supporting elasticity, flexibility and agility.
2. Software Defined Networking (SDN) provides a by-design separation of control and
forwarding planes and introduces software programmability in the network, enabling flexible,
transparent and intelligent automation in service provisioning.
3. Network Function Virtualization (NFV) allows for the transformation of network functions
from vendor-specific hardware appliances to software-only applications running on top of
commercial off the shelf hardware. NFV also allows for more efficient use of hardware
resources. Efficiency gains are made through dynamic and rapid allocation of resources to
different workloads and leveraging virtualization. Finally, NFV enables significant savings of
the CAPEX by achieving scale economies like those typically associated with information
technology, clouds and data centre solutions.
4. Network slicing is one of the most promising technologies that emerges in 5G networks. It
allows for the flexibility of designing resource-dedicated “network slices” intended to support
specific use cases and avoid resources scattering. Several network slices can be combined
on the same infrastructure.
Finally, NRG-5 considers as sourced of information recent H2020 projects such as: SUCCESS,
Metis II, 5G-Crosshaul, SONATA, 5G Tango, VirtuWind, SESAME, SliceNet and ADMS.

2.1 ETSI NFV ISG Network Function Virtualization
NRG-5 will use Network Function Virtualization (NFV) as a key concept in its architecture design. It
will draw on the existing NFV architecture design developed by ETSI and extend it to create generic
and energy vertical specific NFVs.
The ETSI Industry Specification Group (ISG) High Level NFV Framework [2] describes the NVF ISP
Architecture. It identifies three main components, as shown in Figure 1.

© The NRG-5 consortium partners, 2017-2018
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1. The NVF infrastructure (NFVI), which includes physical resources (primarily including
computing, storage and networking equipment) and specifies how these can be virtualized.
2. A series of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs), which are software implementations of network
functions. Their execution is supported by the NFVI, i.e. they can run over the NFVI.
3. The NFV Management and Orchestration (NFV MANO), which covers the orchestration and
lifecycle management of physical and software resources that support the infrastructure
virtualization. It also covers the lifecycle management of the VNFs. It is responsible for all
virtualization-specific management tasks required by the NFV framework.

Figure 1: ETSI ISG NFV Virtualized Architecture (source: [2])

The NFV MANO is designed to provide the real-time automation of software based network services
and lifecycle management. It provides efficient utilization of network resources by combining
dynamic, policy-enforced functions for workload placement, execution, and administration.
As shown in Figure 2, NFV Management and Orchestration framework consists of three main
component types:
1. A series of Virtual Infrastructure Managers (VIMs).
2. A series of VNF Managers (VNFM), which are responsible for the lifecycle management of VNF
instances (each VNF instance will have an associated VNFM in the form of an element
management system - EMS). A VNFM can be either generic (single), serving multiple VNFs of
different types, or specific (multiple), serving single VNF of the same type or of the same vendor.
3. The NFV Orchestrator, which includes:
a) The Resource Orchestrator (RO), orchestrating the NFVI resources across multiple VIMs.
b) The Network Service Orchestrator (NSO), responsible for lifecycle management of Network
Services.
c) The Repository, containing the NS/VNF Catalog, NFV Instances and NFVI Resources.

© The NRG-5 consortium partners, 2017-2018
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Figure 2: ETSI NFV Management and Orchestration (MANO) Model (source: [2])

2.2 ETSI MEC ISG Multi-Access Edge Computing
Beyond the Network Function Virtualization, another significant ETSI development of key relevance
to NRG-5 is the Multi-Access Edge computing (MEC). Initially the ETSI ISG was working on “mobile”
edge computing, but the scope of MEC was extended to be “Multi-Access” and not just “Mobile”, in
order to cover Wi-Fi plus radio access technologies. The purpose of the ETSI MEC ISG is to create
a standardized, open environment which will allow the efficient and seamless integration of
applications from vendors, service providers, and third-parties across multi-vendor Mobile-edge
Computing platforms (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: ETSI ISG MEC Architecture (source: [3])

© The NRG-5 consortium partners, 2017-2018
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As it is defined in [4], [3], ETSI ISG MEC offers to application developers and content providers
cloud-computing capabilities and an IT service environment at the edge of the mobile network. This
environment is characterized by ultra-low latency and high bandwidth as well as real-time access to
radio network information that can be leveraged by applications. MEC provides a new ecosystem
and value chain. Operators can create new revenue streams by exposing their Radio Access
Network (RAN) edge to authorized third-parties for application hosting and providing RAN-based
services, allowing them to flexibly and rapidly deploy innovative applications and services towards
mobile subscribers, enterprises and vertical segments.
As it is stated at [5], the MEC server can be deployed at any of the following three sites: at the LTE
macro base station (eNodeB), at the 3G Radio Network Controller (RNC) or at a multi-technology
cell aggregation site. The latter can be located indoors within an enterprise (e.g. a hospital, a large
corporate HQ), or indoors/outdoors in a large public building or arena (e.g. a shopping mall, a
stadium) to control a number of local, multi-technology access points, providing radio coverage to
the premises. In sporadic cases, edge computing nodes can even be mobile devices (e.g. a drone
or a swarm of drones can be MEC nodes when in the range of an eNodeB enhanced with the NRG5 xMEC characteristics), and as such, they can render their computing, communication and storage
resources available to the overall pool of resources. MEC is a natural development in the evolution
of mobile base stations and the convergence of IT and telecommunications networking; it uniquely
allows software applications to tap into local content and real-time information about local-access
network conditions. By deploying various services and caching content at the network edge, mobile
core networks are alleviated of further congestion and can efficiently serve local purposes.
MEC and NFV are complementary concepts that can exist independently. Both are based on the
use of virtualisation technology. MEC mobile edge applications and NFV virtualised network
functions can be instantiated partly or entirely over the same virtualisation infrastructure. For NRG5, the MEC approach is quite important as on one hand is able to move the complexity and the heavy
processing functions from the low end devices (e.g. smart meters or drones) to the edge cloud, while
on the other hand is applicable for ULLC functions, such as energy rerouting as it minimizes the
distance and the delay between the information source and the processing node (i.e. the edge
cloud). Moreover, it follows the multi-access approach, which is applicable for NRG-5 where different
energy assets use different access technologies, including satellite connectivity.

2.3 ONF SDN Software-Defined Networking
As explained in §2.1, ETSI NFV introduces a software-based approach to optimize network services,
decoupling hardware and software elements. Another software based technique introducing
flexibility in network and service design to be explored in NRG-5 is Software-Defined Networking
(SDN). SDN introduces software programmability in the network, enabling flexible, transparent and
intelligent automation in service provisioning. SDN and NFV are complementary approaches, their
combined application creates flexibility in design, deployment and management of networks and
services.
The development of SDN is led by the Open Networking Foundation (ONF) [6], a user-driven
organization dedicated to the promotion and adoption of SDN and the implementation of a standard
SDN architecture through open standards. The ONF describes SDN as an emerging architecture
that is dynamic, manageable, cost-effective, and adaptable, making it ideal for the highbandwidth, dynamic nature of today’s applications. SDN architecture decouples the network
control and forwarding functions and enables the network control to become directly
© The NRG-5 consortium partners, 2017-2018
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programmable and the underlying infrastructure to be abstracted for applications and network
services. Moreover, SDN introduces the OpenFlow® protocol as “a foundational element for
building SDN solutions” [6].
The aim of SDN Architecture is to provide open interfaces that enable the development of software
that can control the connectivity provided by a set of network resources and the flow of network traffic
though them, along with possible inspection and modification of traffic that may be performed in the
network [7]. These primitive functions may be abstracted into arbitrary network services, some of
which may not be presently apparent.
Figure 4 shows the basic ONF SDN network architecture. The Application Layer (or application
plane), Control Layer (control plane) and Infrastructure Layer (data plane) are interconnected via
APIs. The network services in the control layer are software programmable. The (network) control
layer in SDN is implemented by the SDN Controller. Packet forwarding functions are separated from
network control functions.

Figure 4: ONF Software-Defined Network Architecture (source: [7])

As shown in Figure 5, seamless interoperability between physical and virtual elements, allows for
the network to be managed as a whole.
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Figure 5: Interoperability schema (source: [7])

The ‘Northbound interface’ between the SDN Controller and the Application Layer provides an
Orchestrator, with service primitives to program the forwarding function, so enabling abstraction of
connectivity requirements, e.g. by means of an OpenStack Neutron application programming
interface (API).
The ‘Southbound interface’ of the SDN Controller is used to the program network elements, or
resources, of the Data Plane or Infrastructure Layer with specific forwarding instructions, in order to
create overlay tunnels between applications, using protocols shown in Table 1. These overlay
tunnels use encapsulations as shown in Table 2 and can be terminated on both physical and virtual
end points.
Table 1: Example SDN south bound interface protocols
Protocol Short
Name

Protocol Full Name

References

Openflow

OpenFlow

ONF OpenFlow Switch
Specification [8]

OVSDB

Open vSwitch Database Management
Protocol

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7047

NETCONF

Network Configuration Protocol

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6241

PCEP

Path Computation Element Communication
Protocol

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5440

XMPP

Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6120

BGP

Border Gateway Protocol

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4271

Table 2: Example overlay tunnelling protocols.
Protocol Short
Name

Protocol Full Name

References

VXLAN

Virtual Extensible Local Area Network

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7348

MPLS

Multiprotocol Label Switching

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3031

GRE

Generic Routing Encapsulation

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2784
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2.4 Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN)
A very important technological advantage to meet the NRG-5 requirements is network slicing and
the work being carried out by the Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) Alliance [9], [10].
The NGMN alliance seeks to “expand the communications experience by providing a truly integrated
and cohesively managed delivery platform that brings affordable mobile broadband services to the
end user with a particular focus on 5G while accelerating the development of LTE-Advanced and its
ecosystem.” [9], NGMN considers 5G as “an end-to-end ecosystem to enable a fully mobile and
connected society. NGMN considers that 5G ecosystem empowers value creation towards
customers and partners, through existing and emerging use cases, delivered with consistent
experience, and enabled by sustainable business models.
The NGMN white paper on 5G [11] provides essential background reading for NRG-5 work. It sets
out its view of 5G architecture. It builds on SDN and NFV and “envisions an architecture that
leverages the structural separation of hardware and software, as well as the programmability offered
by SDN and NFV”. As shown in Figure 6, NGMN considers the 5G architecture as a native SDN/
NFV architecture covering aspects ranging from devices, (mobile/ fixed) infrastructure, network
functions, value enabling capabilities and all the management functions to orchestrate the 5G
system. Within 5G ecosystem, APIs are provided on the relevant reference points to support multiple
use cases, value creation and business models.

Figure 6: NGMN 5G Architecture (source: [11])

A key technological advantage of the NGMN architecture with direct importance for NRG-5 is the
concept of ‘network slicing’, described in NGMN white paper [11]. For NGMN, a ‘5G slice’ of a mobile
network is intended to “provide only the traffic treatment that is necessary for a specific use case
and avoid all other unnecessary functionality”. This provides flexibility and a key enabler to create of
expand new businesses. Several network slices can then be implemented on the same
infrastructure, as shown in the Figure 7:
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Figure 7: NGMN 5G network slices implemented on the same infrastructure (source: [11])

The NRG-5 project will build on the network slicing concept, while its architecture will support the
three use cases potentially on same infrastructure using different slices. It should be noted that there
exist a number of alternative views on network slicing across industry, and across the standards
organisations (including 3GPP and 5GPPP discussed in the next sections). While network slicing is
an attractive option for inclusion in the NRG-5 project, a health warning is to be considered, as the
specification of network slicing is still evolving, and subject to change.

2.5 3GPP SA2 5G System Architecture
Another distinguished 5G architecture that will be considered as a basis for building the NRG-5
reference architecture is the one being developed by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
[12]. In 3GPP a number of standardization organizations (including ETSI) work together to produce
reports and specifications for mobile communication technologies, including 5G standards. Of
specific interest to the NRG-5 project is the 3GPP ‘Architecture for the 5G System’ [13] developed
by the 3GPP ‘Services and Systems Aspects’ technical specification group.
The 3GPP architecture enables deployments of techniques such as NFV and SDN. A high level
overview of the 3GPP 5G architecture considers the 5G ecosystem as “service based” [14]. That
means that the architecture elements are defined as “network functions” that offer their services via
interfaces of a common framework to any network functions that are permitted to make use of these
provided services. Moreover, the 3GPP 5G Architecture defines a Network repository function
(NRF), which allows every network function to discover the services offered by other network
functions. This architecture model, which further adopts principles like modularity, reusability and
self-containment of network functions, is chosen to enable deployments to take advantage of the
latest virtualization and software technologies.
The 3GPP 5G architecture introduces a set of key principles and concepts, which are relevant to the
NRG-5 architecture. We highlight:
•

Separation of User Plane functions from Control Plane functions, allowing independent
scalability, evolution and flexible deployments.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Definition of interactions between network functions as services, to enable re-use.
Enabling network functions to interact with other network functions directly.
Support of a unified authentication framework.
Support of "stateless" network functions, where the "compute" resource is decoupled from
the "storage" resource.
Support of concurrent access to local and centralized services.
Support of low latency services and access to local data networks.

The 3GPP 5G system architecture includes a number of network functions which are relevant to
NRG-5, including functions that handle data storage, data network services, authentication, core
access and mobility management, network slicing, policy control, session management, application
and user planes, and radio access networks. Moreover, it includes edge computing, allowing
operators and 3rd party services to be hosted close to the user entity access points. Associated
reductions in latency and load for the transport network will help achieve efficient service delivery. (
[13] §5.13)
The 3GPP 5G Architecture also covers network slicing, and allows for operators to deploy multiple
Network Slice instances delivering the same features for different user entities. As shown in Figure
8, each slice may be committed to a specific domain, user, session or service ( [13] §5.15). 3GPP
also defines various core network functions to support the network slicing, such as (1) the Network
Slice Selection Function (NSSF), (2) the Access and Mobility Function (AMF), (3) the Session
Management Function (SMF), (4) the Policy Control Function (PCF), (5) the Network Repository
Function (NRF), (6) the Application Function (AF), (7) the Authentication Server Function (AUSF),
(8) the User Plane Function (UPF), and (9) the User Data Management (UDM).

Figure 8: 3GPP network slicing concept and deployment (source: [13])

As explained in the previous section, network slicing is to be considered in NRG-5, but we note that
there is not yet a consensus in industry about which version is the best one, and its specification is
still evolving.
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2.6 Internet of Things (IoT) and oneM2M
In addition to 5G architectural proposals, NRG-5 reference architecture is built on key concepts from
the Internet of Things (IoT) and the Machine-to-Machine (M2M) and technologies. Among the most
widely accepted is the oneM2M architecture proposal.
OneM2M is a global standardization organisation for M2M and IoT created by eight world leading
ICT standardization bodies (ETSI, ARIB, ATIS, CCSA, TIA, TSDI, TTA and TIC), joined by five
globally active industry consortia and SDOs (broadband forum, CEN, CENELEC, Global Platform
and OMA) and 200 members.
The oneM2M Architecture specification [15] released in 2016, provides a common technical
framework and globally recognised standard for M2M and IoT. An executive overview of the standard
is available in [16].The core function of oneM2M is to provide a set of service capabilities that enable
data sharing for the purposes of creating, deploying and managing IoT and M2M services and
applications.
The oneM2M defines a horizontal platform architecture (Figure 9) consisting of three layers:
1. The Application Layer, which contains Application Entities (AEs) which provide application
logic for end-to-end M2M solutions. The AEs provide an interface for devices and services
consuming or producing data. They provide a standardized interface to manage and interact
with applications.
2. The Service Layer, which contains Common Services Entities (CSEs) which represent
instantiations of ‘M2M common service functions’. They provide core functionality between the
applications and network layer. The service layer controls when communications occur, and
may delay non-time-critical applications, or accumulate data for transfer at a later stage.
3. The Network Layer, which includes Network Service Elements (NSEs) that are part of the
communication networks that provide interconnection to devices, sensors, and applications.

Figure 9: oneM2M Architecture (source: [15])

A configurable data policy manager is included in the oneM2M architecture. It ensures that data
producers and consumers can be connected in a secure manner, and defining which applications
end users can access which sensors and devices.
Some of CSEs in oneM2M relevant to NRG-5 are:
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•

Registration: Defines resources and procedures for an AE or CSE to register to a CSE.

•

Data Repository and Management: Defines resources and procedures for AEs and CSEs
to store data and exchange data.

•

Communication Management: Defines resources and procedures for CSEs to deliver
Service Layer primitives.

•

Discovery: Defines procedures for AEs and CSEs to discover resources available at the
Service Layer based on certain filter criteria.

•

Subscription and Notification: Defines resources and procedures for AEs and CSEs to
subscribe to certain events at certain resources and get notified.

•

Security: Defines the overall frame work and mechanisms for security at the service layer.

•

Application Service and Management: Provide functionalities to manage AEs and CSEs
as software on service layer nodes.

•

Service Charging & Accounting: Defines resources and procedures to provide service
layer charging functionalities.

•

Group Management: Enables the M2M System to perform bulk operations on multiple
devices, applications or resources that are part of a group.

The combination of key concepts of the oneM2M architecture with those derived from the 5G
architectures from NGMN, 3GPP, and 5GPPP will provide a very powerful basis for designing the
NRG-5 architecture.

2.7 5G-PPP 5G Architecture
The 5G Architecture that is on one hand mostly applicable and on the other hand, NRG-5 is
committed to contribute is the 5G architecture proposed by the 5G Public Private Partnership
(5GPPP) Architecture Working Group. The scope of the group is to seeks to capture novel trends
and key technological enablers, collect contributions from all 5GPPP Phase 1 and Phase 2 projects
and define the realization of a 5G architecture.
5GPPP Architecture Work Group considers 5G networks to be built around people and things and
to meet the requirements of three key groups of use cases:
• The enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) or massive broadband (xMBB) use cases
delivering gigabytes of bandwidth on demand.
• Massive machine-type communication (mMTC) use cases connecting billions of sensors
and machines and the
• Ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC) or critical machine-type
communication (uMTC) use cases that facilitate immediate feedback with high reliability and
enables i.e. remote control over robots and autonomous driving.
It is worth to note that NRG-5 use cases tackle and verify all three groups of services.
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Figure 10: 5G Overall Architecture as defined by 5GPPP Architecture Group (source: [1])

A key feature of the proposed 5G architecture adopted from the SONATA project is the recursive
nature. A recursive structure in 5G context is defined as a design, rule or procedure that can be
applied repeatedly [17]. In a network service context, this recursive structure can either be a specific
part of a network service or a repeated part of the deployment platform and it is defined as the ability
to build a service out of existing services. A certain service could scale recursively, meaning that a
certain pattern could replace part of itself. As with a recursive service definition, a recursive structure
in the (software) 5G architecture can be instantiated and linked repeatedly. It improves scalability,
as the same instance can be deployed many times, at different places at the same time.
“Recursiveness” also leads to an easier management of elasticity, scalability and change. By
delegating parts of the service to multiple instances of the same software block, it is a natural way
to handle more complex and larger workloads or service graphs. Moreover, the 5GPPP 5G
infrastructures are designed to allow for efficient and cost-effective launch of new services, providing
tailored solutions in support of vertical markets (e.g. for the energy market considered in NRG-5).
Network slicing is a key feature in the 5GPPP design. Telecom operators will have to deploy
orchestrator functions that will allocate appropriate computing and network resources to the services
targeting diverse and dedicated business driven logical networks. These logical networks, so-called
“network slices”, will contain specialized networking and computing functions that meet the
requirements of the service providers. As defined in [17], the network slice is a composition of
adequately configured network functions, network applications, and the underlying cloud
infrastructure (physical, virtual or even emulated resources, RAN resources etc.), that are bundled
together to meet the requirements of a specific use case, e.g., bandwidth, latency, processing, and
resiliency, coupled with a business purpose. The establishment of slices is both business-driven as
slices are the support for different types and service characteristics and business cases, and
technology-driven as slices are a grouping of physical or virtual resources (network, compute,
storage) which can act as a sub network and/or a cloud. A slice can accommodate service
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components and network functions (physical or virtual) in all the network segments: access, core,
and edge / enterprise network.

Figure 11: Network slicing representation (source: [1])

5GPPP also introduces ‘network softwarization’ and envisages an architectural shift from a
‘network of entities’ to a ‘network of functions’, which can be composed on an “on-demand”, “on-thefly” basis. Software network technologies are considered as fundamental enablers to realize the
requirements of programmability, flexibility, and adaptability of 5G networks. It expects capabilities
such as mobile edge computing, network slicing, and autonomic network management to be inherent
in these networks. As a result softwarization is one of the key enablers for unifying the 5G end-toend service platform, and for realizing “network slicing as a service’.
Moreover, network programmability is introduced as a concept involving network softwarization
and virtualization of infrastructure and network functions and allow the functionality of certain network
elements to be programmable dynamically. 5GPPP envisage the use of NFV and SDN as important
steps towards achieving network programmability.
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Figure 12: 5GPPP Architecture Functional Layers (source: [1])

Figure 12 shows a high-level view of 5GPPP 5G architecture. It is divided into different layers:
•

The Service layer comprises Business Support Systems (BSSs) and business-level Policy and
Decision functions as well as applications and services operated by the tenant. This includes the
end-to-end orchestration system.

•

The Management and Orchestration layer includes ETSI NFV MANO functions. An Inter-slice
Broker handles cross-slice resource allocation and interacts with the Service Management
function. Further, the MANO layer accommodates domain-specific application management
functions. E.g., in the case of 3GPP, this comprises Element Managers (EM) and Network
Management (NM) functions. Those functions would also implement ETSI NFV MANO interfaces
to the VNF Manager and the NFVO. The Service Management is an intermediary function
between the service layer and the Inter-slice Broker. It should be noted that the domain manager,
the Inter-Slice Broker and NFVO together constitute the Software-Defined Mobile Network
Orchestrator (SDM-O), that is responsible for the end-to-end management of network services.
SDM-O can set up slices and merge them properly at the described multiplexing point using the
network slice templates.

•

The Control layer accommodates the two main controllers, the Software-Defined Mobile
Network Coordinator (SDM-X) and Software-Defined Mobile Network Controller (SDM-C), as
well as other control applications. The SDM-C and SDM-X take care of dedicated and shared
NFs respectively, and following the SDN principles, they translate decisions of the control
applications into commands to VNFs and PNFs. SDM-X and SDM-C as well as other control
applications can be executed as VNFs or PNFs themselves.
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•

The Multi-Domain Network Operating System Facilities which includes different adaptors
and network abstractions above the networks and clouds heterogeneous fabrics. It is
responsible for allocation of (virtual) network resources and maintain network state ensure
network reliability in a multi domain environment.

• The Data layer comprises the VNFs and PNFs needed to carry and process the user data traffic.
Especially with respect to the orchestration two fundamental aspects are defined:
1. Resource orchestration, which refers to the integration and coordination of physical or
virtual network resources, along with computing and storage resources available in networks
to realize different services and/or to achieve certain performance goals.
2. Service orchestration, which is built on top of resource orchestration to offer provision of
services across multiple network segments and/or different network domains. Resource
orchestration in 5G networks will leverage NFV and SDN technologies.
Another key component of 5G will be the inclusion into the telecommunication evolution of verticals,
such as energy, automotive and industry, which have footprints that do not match the
telecommunication coverage area and may require technical skills or components not available at a
single operator. In such a scenario, multiple operators would have to work together to create a
cooperative ecosystem. Based on [18], the 5GPPP Architecture defines the interfaces and
components between the operators’ multi-domain orchestrators as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: 5GPPP Architectural view of multi-domain orchestrators (source: [1])

The components of the architecture for inter-operator orchestration can be classified into three main
groups:
•

Components that gather resource and service related information: Each multi-domain
orchestrator needs to be aware of the service capabilities and resources of other administrative
domains in order to make service and resource orchestration decisions. Thus, the architecture
defines: advertisement-based interfaces, which are used to announce the available resource
types and capabilities on the service level of each domain orchestrator and bilateral interfaces,
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which are used to exchange e.g. topology, resource, service, pricing information. The
components responsible for information gathering are the Catalogue Management Subsystem
(CMS), which is responsible for maintaining the VNF Catalogue and the Topology Abstraction
and Discovery Subsystem (TADS), which is in charge of maintaining a database about the
networking, compute and storage resources.
•

Components that relate to the orchestration procedure: When the multi-domain orchestrator
receives a request from the customer, the deployment operation is carried out by the Network
Service Orchestration (NSO), which is responsible for handling the Network Services (NS),
requested by the customers or another NSO, the Resource Orchestration (RO), which is in
charge of embedding the resource requests to the available resources offered by the TADS and
the Multi Domain Path Computation Element (MD-PCE), which can be considered as a legacy
component to support connectivity services, using the information provided by TADS.

•

Assurance components for the deployed service: When the service deployed, the NSO/RO
passes the SLA and resource entities to be monitored to the assurance components of the
architecture, namely the Intelligent Monitoring Subsystem (IMoS), which is responsible for the
coordinated deployment and management of probe-based measurement methods for different
domains within a provider or across multiple providers and the SLA Management Subsystem,
which is responsible for evaluating service KPIs belonging to a certain running instance by using
the performance measurement reports provided by the IMoS.

5GPPP concludes that the main challenge in 5G resource orchestration is the implementation of a
centralized management and orchestration plane that is able to coordinate IT cloud requirements
(computing and storage) and networking requirements (SDN-based wide area network). The 5G
management and orchestration plane is expected to close the loop between the performance
requirements of virtualized service functions and the allocation of resources exposed by a virtualized
distributed heterogeneous substrate.
The NRG-5 project will adopt 5GPPP Architectural view, functionality, components and
interfaces along with energy vertical requirements to provide the energy specific extensions to the
5G architecture design.
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2.8 H2020 projects relevant to NRG-5
For the design and implementation of its architecture, NRG-5 also adopt, re-use and extend relevant
material, concepts and designs from other H2020 and 5G PPP projects, where appropriate.
Specific H2020 projects that are considered as useful sources of information to the NRG-5 project
are: ENSURE, SUCCESS, Metis II, 5G-Crosshaul, SONATA, 5G Tango, VirtuWind, SESAME,
SliceNet and ADMS.

2.8.1 5G Ensure
5G-ENSURE: 5G Enablers for Network and System Security and Resilience (H2020-ICT-2014-2, 1
Nov 15 – 31 Oct 17)
5G-ENSURE [19] belongs to the group of EU-funded projects which collaboratively develop 5G
under the umbrella of the 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership (5G-PPP) in the Horizon 2020
Programme. The overall goal of 5G-ENSURE is to deliver strategic impact across technology and
business enablement, standardisation and vision for a secure, resilient and viable 5G network. The
project covers research & innovation - from technical solutions (5G security architecture and testbed
with 5G security enablers) to market validation and stakeholders engagement - spanning various
application domains [20], [21].
The overall objective of 5G-ENSURE is to become the reference project for everything that concerns
security and privacy in 5G while contributing to 5G resilience. To achieve this overall ambition a
number of specific objectives are targeted, including analysis of 5G security and privacy
requirements, defining a security architecture for 5G and specifying an initial set of security and
privacy enablers for 5G.The 5G security enablers proposed by the 5G ENSURE project can be
classified into the following groups, [21]:
•
•
•
•
•

AAA security enablers: basic AAA enabler, Internet of Things – IoT enabler, fine-grained
authorization enabler, federative authentication and identification enabler;
Privacy enablers: privacy enhanced identity protection enabler, end-to-end encryption
enabler, device identifier(s) privacy enabler, SIM-based anonymization enabler, privacy
policy analysis enabler;
Trust security enablers: trust builder enabler, trust metric enabler, VNF certification enabler,
Security monitoring enablers: system security state repository enabler, security monitor for
5G micro-segments enabler, satellite network monitoring enabler, generic collector interface
enabler, PulSAR: proactive security analysis and remediation enabler;
Network Management & Virtualization enablers: anti-fingerprinting enabler, access control
mechanisms enabler, component-Interaction audits enabler, bootstrapping trust enabler,
micro segmentation enabler.

The security landscape defined in 5G ENSURE, as well as the specification and analysis of all the
possible security and privacy enablers can be used as the basis for all security features in NRG-5.

2.8.2 SUCCESS
The SUCCESS (Securing Critical Energy Structures (H2020-EU.3.7, 1 May 16 – 31 Oct 18).
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A key objective of the SUCCESS project [22] is to develop an overarching approach to threat and
countermeasure analysis with special focus on the vulnerabilities introduced by Smart Meters. The
project’s concepts address threats and vulnerabilities of current and future smart meters, power
network devices and power networks, the definition and implementations of countermeasures and
their use in the SUCCESS field trials demonstrating the countermeasures at work. SUCCESS
examines the interdependencies and exploits the potential interactions between the communications
and critical utility infrastructures in order to use them to provide countermeasures embedding
security, resilience and survivability into Future Smart Grid Networks. Security means security of
supply and resilience to all types of threats: not only Cyber-attacks but also adverse weather
conditions or any other potentially disruptive event such as loss of equipment.
This complements the work done in the 5GPPP ENSURE project, with focus on the mentioned type
of security aspects with specific reference to the smart grid domain and smart meters. This means
that the achievements of 5GPPP SUCCESS are compliant with the development of the 5GPPP
ENSURE project with respect to all the security dimensions.
The project aims at designing, developing and validating on small scale field trials an adaptable
security framework which is able to significantly reduce the risks of cyber threats and attacks.
Moreover, real-time, scalable, unbundled smart meters (NORM) [23] are deployed in smart electricity
grids, enabling innovative applications and value added services within the new smart decentralised
energy system paradigm. Since efficient handling of massive data volumes, high accuracy and
precise time tagging represent important constraints in the further development of SUCCESS
solutions, enhanced communication solutions are also considered over the project.
NRG-5 will exploit the Next Generation Open Real Time Smart Meter (NORM) already developed in
the SUCCESS project and based on the unbundled meter concept introduced in the Nobel Grid
project. The NORM will be used to host VNFs and in collaboration with the NRG-5 edge cloud to
support the NRG-5 URLLC requirements. The SUCCESS project is in progress, and there are
partners in common in both consortia.

2.8.3 5G-PPP Metis II
Metis II: Mobile and wireless communications enablers for Twenty-twenty (2020) information society
II, (H2020-ICT-2014-2, 1 Jul 15 – 30 Jun 17).
METIS-II [24] focused on the development of an overall 5G radio access network (RAN) design,
along with the development of technical enablers for efficient integration and use of 5G technologies
and components. METIS-II provided a common evaluation of 5G RAN concepts and contributed to
regulatory and standardization bodies [25]
Key METIS II project results suitable for exploitation in NRG-5 include the 5G RAN design and the
5G visualization tool [26]. In particular, based on the 5G service types and related requirements,
METIS-II established the following key 5G RAN design requirements, which are relevant and
expected to be relevant to the NRG-5 project activities:
•

METIS II 5G RAN should be able to scale to extremes in terms of throughput, device and
connection numbers etc.

•

It supports the Network Slicing vision from NGMN, aiming to address the deployment of multiple
logical networks as independent business operations on a common physical infrastructure.
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•

Natively and efficiently support multi-connectivity (inter-node, inter-air interface) and networkcontrolled D2D (point-to-point, multi-cast and broadcast).

•

Permit maximally leverage from centralized processing (e.g. in baseband hosteling scenarios),
but also operate well in the case of distributed base stations with imperfect backhaul/fronthaul
infrastructure.

•

Energy efficient enabling efficient network sleeping modes and flexible deployments (where not
all the nodes need to send system control signals).

•

Designed to operate in a wide spectrum range with a diverse range of characteristics such as
bandwidths and propagation conditions.

•

Potentially offer the option to integrate LTE-A evolution and novel 5G radio technology on RAN
level.
Though the project has finished, there is a common partner (RUTGERS) in both consortia, while
links are active between NRG-5 and METIS II partners (e.g. Ericsson).

2.8.4 5G-PPP 5G-Crosshaul
5G-Crosshaul: The integrated fronthaul/backhaul (H2020-ICT-2014-2, 1 Jul 15 – 31 Dec 17)
The 5G-Crosshaul [27] project is focused on the development of an adaptive, sharable, cost-efficient
5G transport network solution, integrating front-haul and backhaul network segments whilst
supporting existing and new radio access protocols. It has demonstrated and validated the 5GCrosshaul technology components developed into software-defined 5G testbeds in Berlin and Spain
and has also sought to perform mobility-related 5G-Crosshaul experiments using Taiwan’s highspeed trains.
Main 5G-Crosshaul innovations which are related and could be reused by NRG-5 include:
•

Integration of fronthaul and backhaul traffic through a common encapsulation (the
Crosshaul Common Frame) a common data path based on a specifically designed OpenFlow
pipeline. This is quite important for supporting both eMBB and URLLC traffic.

•

Design of the Crosshaul Forwarding Element, a packet/circuit hybrid switch, able to forward
packet-based fronthaul and backhaul jointly with stringent non-packed based traffic.

•

Design of an SDN/NFV-based control infrastructure, which extends SDN/NFV concepts to
the WAN network, enabling novel smart applications to take benefit of the transport network
and multi-tenant by design.

•

Design of a set of novel applications able to optimise the network (energy, traffic routes),
enable new functionalities (caching, mobility, broadcasting) and providing multi-tenancy
support.

This project has finished on December 2017 and the results (from e.g. its Berlin trial) will be useful
input to NRG-5 [28].

2.8.5 SONATA/5G TANGO
SONATA: Service programming and Orchestration for Virtualized Software Networks (H2020-ICT2014-2, 1 Jul 15 – 31 Dec 17) and 5Gtango: 5G Development and Validation Platform for Global
Industry – Specific Network Services and Apps (H2020-ICT-2016-2, 1 Jun 17 – 31 Dec 19).
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The SONATA project [29] has provided one of the first integrated approaches in the Network
Function Virtualisation (NFV) landscape that includes all aspects of network services, from service
creation, composition, testing, on-boarding and orchestration. SONATA offers a NFV framework that
provides both a software development environment with a programming model for network services,
and a service platform for the deployment of those services over multiple virtualised points of
presence. SONATA also implements an extended DevOps model that increases efficiency and
collaboration among vendors and telecom operators, facilitates the launch of new services and
accelerates the adoption of NFV technologies.
The open source nature of SONATA results have been released under Apache v2.0 license.
SONATA participated actively in the 5GPPP community, collaborated with key open source
communities including OSM, and contributed to standards bodies of ETSI NFV, ITU-T, IETF and
IRTF. SONATA´s influence in the NFV ecosystem was further enhanced by a clean and effectively
implemented communications plan.

Figure 14: SONATA DevOps Service platform approach (source: [30])

The SONATA Service Platform provides a highly modular and customizable management and
orchestration (MANO) framework composed of various loosely coupled micro-services/plugins. It
offers the functionality to:
1. Orchestrate and manage network services during their life-cycle.
2. Interact with the underlying virtual infrastructure through Virtual Infrastructure Managers
(VIM) and WAN Infrastructure Managers (WIM) to efficiently use heterogeneous sets of
virtual resources.
3. Store available network services and functions in dedicated catalogues.
4. Show the status of the deployed network services and functions, the virtual infrastructure,
and the virtual resources through a set of repositories, and
5. Interact with the outside world with a single endpoint called the Gatekeeper.
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The SONATA SDK provides a modular set of light-weight software tools which offers mechanisms
for the development and validation of virtual network functions and services. It is including editors
for service descriptors, emulators to test services, tools for monitoring and data analysis, service
storage tools, and tools for packaging and publishing. The SONATA project carried out three pilots
for the validation and evaluation of its results covering: (1) a virtual content delivery network, (2) a
personalized security application, and (3) a hierarchical service provider and multi-orchestrator
covering slicing [31].
5GTango [32] builds on the top of the SONATA project and is developing further SDKs shortening
the service development cycle and by qualifying network services
NRG-5 consortium has analysed the various SONATA functionalities. The main concepts and
features that are under consideration for adoption within the NRG-5 project are the SONATA VNF
catalogue and the intelligence behind the sizing and positioning of VNFs. The project has partners
in common with NRG-5.

2.8.6 SESAME
SESAME: Small cells coordination for multitenancy and edge services (H2020-ICT-2014-2, 1 Jul 15
– 31 Dec 17).
SESAME [33] targets innovations around three central elements in 5G: the placement of network
intelligence and applications in the network edge through Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV)
and Edge Cloud Computing; the substantial evolution of the Small Cell concept, already mainstream
in 4G but expected to deliver its full potential in the challenging high dense 5G scenarios; and the
consolidation of multi-tenancy in communications infrastructures, allowing several operators/service
providers to engage in new sharing models of both access capacity and edge computing capabilities.
Project scenarios include providing support for enterprise services in multi-tenant large business
centres, enhanced service experience on the move and service provisioning in flash events [34].
There are clear synergies with NFV-5 including the self.* approach (self-organising networks), and
the virtualised execution platform (the Light Data Center) for deploying Virtual Network Functions.
As this project has now completed, the results can be used to guide NRG-5.

2.8.7 SliceNet
Slicenet: End-to-End Cognitive Network Slicing and Slice Management Framework in Virtualised
Multi-Domain, Multi-Tenant 5G Networks (H2020-ICT-2016-2 1 Jun 17 – 31 may 20).
SliceNet will create and demonstrate the tools and mechanisms to achieve the ambition to create
and allocate logical network slices to allow use cases flexibly and efficiently in a multi-operator
environment. SliceNet is designing, prototyping and demonstrating an innovative, verticals-oriented,
QoE-driven 5G network slicing framework. It uses cognitive network management, control and
orchestration techniques for the provision and operation of end-to-end slicing across multi-operator
domains in 5G networks.
In particular SliceNet will offer many innovative aspects of interest fo NRG-5, as:
•

One-stop slicing API (and P&P slice control) for verticals
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•
•
•
•

End-to-end scalable slicing as a service over multiple administrative domains
Cognition/intelligence based QoE management for optimising slicing
Cross-plane, cross-domain orchestration
Slicing-friendly infrastructure with MEC and enterprise networking support

The impact of the Scalable Slicing as a Service functions is also a key concern for the NRG-5 project.
The results of the Slicent project will be considered in the NRG-5 project.

2.8.8 ADMS
ADMS: SmartGrid Active Distribution management System to accommodate Renewable Energy
Sources and Low Carbon Emissions (H2020-FTIPilot-2016 fast Track to Innovation Pilot, 1 Oct 16 –
30 Sep 18).
The ADMS [35]project addresses the critical challenge for electricity Smartgrids to optimise
Distribution System Operators’ (DSO) ROI and to avoid grid instabilities with ever increasing
Renewable Energy Sources. ADMS will continuously monitor the dynamic state of networks &
potential grid instability right to the LV grid-edge. ADMS will seamlessly integrate MAC’s mass
deployable, low-cost network monitoring solutions (patented Flexible Magnetic sensors, micro
Phasor Measurement Units (mPMU) & LV Network monitoring) & Gridhound’s innovative patented
data-driven Artificial-Neural-Networks-based Advanced Distribution Automation (ADA) monitoring
system.
The impact of renewable energy sources on smart grids is also a key concern for the NRG-5 project.
The results of the ADMS project will be considered in the NRG-5 project.
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3 NRG-5 requirements from Use Cases
According to the 5G PPP Architecture Working Group and ITU, 5G networks aim to natively meet
the requirements of three groups of communications:
a) Massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC) expected to connect a large number of M2M
devices with a range of performance and operational requirements, with further improvement of
low-cost and low-complexity device types as well as extension of coverage.
b) Extreme Massive broadband (eMBB) achieving higher data rates and improvements in capacity,
supporting high quality video (i.e. 3D, UHD/4K/8K/12K), and
c) Ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC) that allows critical machine-type
communication and immediate feedback with high reliability and enables for example remote
control over robots and autonomous driving.

eMBB
Media

Gigabytes in a second

3D Video – 4K Screens
Virtual Reality
Smart City Cameras
Voice

Augmented Reality

Energy/ Smart Grid
Industrial Automation

Mission Critical/Energy

Smart City IoT

Self driving car

mMTC

URLLC

Figure 15: 5G main communication types.

For examples as it is shown in Figure 15, Energy/Smart Grid mainly fit in the URLLC category, media
including Augmented and Virtual Reality are positioned in the eMBB category, while Smart City IoT
are in the mMTC category.
From NRG-5 point of view, the foreseen Smart Energy use cases (UC) are described in detail in the
NRG-5 deliverable D1.1 [36]. In summary the use cases are:
•

Use Case 1 (UC1): Realizing decentralized, trusted lock-in free Plug & Play vision is
allowing easy, real-time, automated devices identification so that network auto-configuration
can be achieved automatically. According to the Smart Grid paradigm, customers will play
an active role in energy flexibility, being equipped with components for decentralized energy
generation and local (possibly moving) energy storage. In such a framework, smart metering
devices are quickly proliferating in number and need to exhibit a far more complex profile
than today, offering services beyond traditional 15 minutes reporting, including support for
real-time measurements, terminal auto-discovery, and authorization. However, for security,
cost and operational reasons, full implementations of the above features is impractical, while
cost should remain low. On the other hand, self discovery and auto configuration should
enable customers to avoid utilities lock-in. This NRG-5 use case introduces mainly two 5G
types of communications: mMTC via the vast number of smart meters and uMTC as most
VNFs require real-time control of the smart energy services
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•

Use Case 2 (UC2): Enabling aerial Predictive Maintenance for utility infrastructures is
allowing more efficient operations, accidents avoidance and fast restoration of energy
networks. Predictive Maintenance of distributed generation plants, energy transmission and
distribution networks, like electricity cables and isolators, and gas/LNG tanks, pumps and
pipelines, is an activity of utmost importance in achieving highest power network reliability.
Especially in case of electrical isolators and the transmission lines along the electricity grid
or the natural gas storage tanks, pumps or pipelines is critical with high accompanying cost.
Beside the regular maintenance checks done by the drones, there are also the
emergency/unscheduled activities, caused by non-expected events. Indicatively, in the case
of an alert, the use of drones operating in manual mode should allow for the incident
localization, support of the active team on their activities (construction phase or repair) and
participation to human search and rescue operations (e.g. people lost, injured or intruding).
Recently, the energy industry started to adopt manually driven UAVs/Drones to perform
visual inspections, but, again, special flight control certification has been necessary and the
time required for such operations is, still, hindering wide adoption. Another possible future
extension with great potential is the use of a swarm of drones, all as xMEC nodes, making
available their computing, communication and storage resources, which will enhance
performance even further. The challenge that 5G has to face is to offer remote flight control
of drones (or swarms of drones) based on video analysis of the drones’ cameras. This NRG5 5G use case introduces mainly two 5G types of communications: eMBB for video streaming
from the drones and uMTC for controlling the flight of (swarms) of drones.

•

Use Case 3 (UC3): Enabling resilience and high availability via Dispatchable Demand
Response: the stability and resilience of the energy grid in the presence of high share of
RES, greatly depends on the fast response. Energy cannot be easily stored at large scale,
so utilities have traditionally matched demand and supply by shaping demand through
Demand Response campaigns, inserting (very expensive) peaking plants to cover peak
demand, or importing power from other utilities. There are estimations that when Electrical
Vehicles (EV) take-up reaches even 10% in the EU, the load will peak in the evenings at
about 38GW, introducing very severe stability risks to the Utilities due to the mobility patterns
of the EVs that introduce uncertainty in the grid management. In the same context, low cost,
Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU), enabling precise state measurements to be made across
an entire gird, support fast monitoring of distribution feeders, with data refresh of 10 to 50
times per second. However, such update frequencies open up vast new possibility for the
fine-grained network control needed to manage the complex future grid, but also permitting
potentially devastating attacks though manipulation and data mirages. This NRG-5 use case
introduces mainly two 5G types of communications mMTC via the huge number of RES, DES
and controlling units and uMTC as most nodes require real-time control of the smart energy
services.

The selected NRG-5 uses cases take into account different 5G requirements according to different
contexts, in particular:
•

All the three use cases offer the possibility to chance the Ultra-Reliable and Low Latency
Communications (URLLC/uMTC), typical of many of the most demanding industry and
vertical demand markets. This category includes new services that will transform industries
with ultra-reliable and low-latency requirements, such as remote control of critical
infrastructure (including Energy Management), and automated vehicles
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•

In the Use Case 2 will chance the Extreme Mobile Broadband enhanced Mobile Ultra
Broadband (eMBB) communications, optimized for Gbps video transmission and throughput
(enabling, for example, Augmented / Virtual reality scenarios)

•

Finally in the Use case 1 and Use case 3 will be possible to explore all the capabilities of
Massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC) enabling to connect a massive number of
devices through the ability to scale down in data rates, power and mobility to provide
extremely lean and low-cost solutions (e.g. Smart Cities and enhanced Metering).

The way that NRG-5 uses cases are posing requirements to the 5G communication network is
summarized in the following table.
Table 3: UC1, UC2 and UC3 requirements from 5G communications networks
5G Traffic
Requirement

UC 1

UC 2.i

UC 2.ii

UC 3.i

UC 3.ii

UC 3.iii

High

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

High

High

Low

Medium

Medium

Static

High

High

High

N.A.

N.A.

Infrastructure

High (*)

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Traffic Type

Period /
Event
driven

Burst

Continuous

Event
driven

Continuous

Continuous

Latency

Low

Low alarms

High– video

High OBD

Low - Optimal
scheduler

Low - Charging
point

Reliability

High

High

High

High

High

High

Availability

High

High

High

High

High

-

eMBB

-

-

X

-

-

-

uMTC (URLLC)

X

X

X

-

X

-

mMTC

X

-

-

X

-

-

User Density
User Data Rate
Mobility

3.1 Impact of the NRG-5 Use cases on the architecture
NRG-5 architecture definition is based on the technical requirements coming from the
abovementioned Use Cases; the technical analysis has been conducted with the aims to cope the
worst case scenario (including resilience capabilities to manage the failure scenarios). In the following,
for each UC we indicate the fundamental architectural requirements to be considered. The design and
implementation of the NRG-5 Architectural modules will be generic so that they can be used for other, relevant
applications, possibly entirely out of the energy domain with the necessary adaptations.

3.1.1 Realizing decentralized, trusted lock-in free “Plug & Play vision”
The primary objective of UC1 is to work in the direction of shifting the energy related services to a
more trusted and traceable oriented paradigm: the architectural solution must allow the realisation
of a dynamic process in which the involved parties (Consumer, Producer, Prosumer, Aggregator,
DSO, Supplier) may come into an agreement for selling/buying energy, represented by a microcontract.
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The architectural solution should define an infrastructure for the real-time controlling of the actual
energy flows within the smart grid and will deal with transactional interactions among the actors of
the smart grid, especially, between energy consumers/prosumers and energy providers, that will
allow them to alter the flow of energy on demand and in real time. The architectural solution must be
defined in order to include a decentralized, trusted lock-in free Plug & Play vision to integrate the
metering devices, improving already developed real time SMs (NORM) in a novel and scalable xMEC
architecture exploiting 5G communication. The proposed architecture has to include new modules
to cope with an automatic communication network auto-configuration, secure communication and
multi-tenancy under geographically unbound mobility scenarios. Besides, the architecture has to
include the possibility to manage the appropriate platforms for managing neighbourhood/microgrid
environments. In particular to improve energy efficiency (by increasing local self consumption) and
resilience of the microgrid, able to adapt and survive, even as stand-alone entity, in case of main
system problems.
Combining the 5G PPP architecture standard modules and the NRG-5 VFNs components the
architecture proposed will be able to offer the redundancy within the micro-cloud communication to
cope with re-routing and taking redundant data in case of communication segments failures:
besides, multi-micro transactions mostly related to neighbourhood (local) energy networks supported
by automated NORM-based blockchain mechanism and the transaction periods (TPs) should go
down to small commercial intervals.

3.1.2 Enabling aerial Predictive Maintenance for utility infrastructure
This use case is based on a combination of simpler sub-use-cases; to perform and anticipate the
maintenance activities, using the manual, automatic and remote modes to control the drone
remotely, add-hoc or with a pre-selected flight plan. This will include the classical predefined
predictive maintenance visual checks (fence, industrial structures, thermal analysis, landscape
movements, workshop) and permit for the future the specific missions (e.g. process alarm, intrusion,
walls thickness measurement, etc.).
Using drones instead of humans has multiple advantages, the core of which being summarized in
the aspects of increased safety (work in explosive/toxic atmosphere, work at height, etc.…), as well
as time and cost savings on specialist contractors and on fault detection. Indeed, drones may be
easily deployed without necessitating excess safety procedures targeting workers and security stuff.
Further, the drone usage cost is much cheaper than the engagement of workers and safety people
in the long run. The risk of injury for operators is reduced with the usage of drones, and nonaccessible zones can be surveyed faster and more easily, which will lead to early detection of risks
and possible infrastructure malfunctions, also thanks to a possibly greater set of collected monitoring
data, richer in variety and frequency.
For these reasons, the NRG-5 architecture includes novel VNFs to deal with ultra-low latency for
delivering the proper drone driving directives with minimal base station handovers. When deploying
swarms of drones, the requirements on the delay for their coordination and the communication
between them and the ground infrastructure are even more stringent than in the case of a single
drone (however, multi-hop communications can be exploited to improve the connectivity mesh and
coverage). The use of swarms of drones can also lead to different policies of optimization with
respect the NRG-5 services deployment and re-location, particularly considering the possibility of
using mobile devices (e.g. drones) as MEC nodes, by onboarding some additional components of
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the NRG-5 architecture (VNFs, or parts of VNFs) on a drone, the service latency would decrease
even further, and with that, the overall performance could improve.
Combining the 5G PPP architecture standard modules and the NRG-5 VNFs the architecture
proposed will be able to offer in complement the virtual Drones Flight Control service, able to perform
real time autonomous and remote control of drones and a virtual Media Processing & Analysis
service, able to perform near real time image processing and analysis, so that results of the drones
mission are managed in real time, without necessitating the explicit presence of human controllers,
when possible. The demand response platform will analyse alarms and decide the flight plan to
engage to check by visual inspection the potential risk.
The designed architectural solutions will allow the drones’ missions to be managed in real time,
without necessitating the explicit presence of human controllers, when possible. Globally, the NRG5 architecture will enable the new capabilities to realize the new expected services on multi RAT
systems.

3.1.3 Enabling resilience and high availability via Dispatchable Demand
Response
The primary objective of UC3 is to guarantee the stability and resilience of the power network in the
presence of high share of RES; this goal depends greatly on fast response of the systems according
to the different “stimuli”. Given that most of the time storage is not available on-site, ultralow (below
5ms) response from the energy operation centre is of vital importance. The enablement of large
scale DDR requires extreme (for today’s standards) communication requirements, as metering and
associated computational process should be performed at very high frequencies. For these reasons
it is important to include in the architectural design NRG-5 VFNs modules to guarantee the EV’s
charging also in the “critical case”, the energy saving and the managing data in real time and the
security rules inside the network. For these reasons in the architecture it is necessary to introduce
new function to deal with the new strategies for the Smart grid correlated to the Ultra Reliable Low
Latency Communication (URLLC/uMTC) enabling resilience and high availability via Dispatchable
Demand Response.
As a concluding comment, multiple UCs can be supported concurrently over a 5G network, and
depending on the network slices that are used, there can be relations between them. If different
slices are used, no relations are to be expected between the UCs, however, different network
configurations can result in certain relationships between related implementations of the UCs.
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3.2 NRG-5 QoS and KPI
In the design of the NRG-5 architecture it is important to address the KPIs identified; in Table 4 the
most important items are reported.
Table 4: KPIs relevant to NRG-5 architecture
Item

Description

KPI

Interoperability

The Interoperability among the different components is
requested: in particular it is requested that the network
architectural components provide external APIs to allow
the access the offered functionality or for managing the
VNF or other components.

Accessible information and
functionality of NRG-5 VFNs
components

Resource
Monitoring

It is required that the information both from physical and
virtual components are monitored; to reach this goal it is
necessary to include in the provisioning phase of the
architectural components all the elements necessary to
achieve these data collections. Using these elements it
will be possible to evaluate the value of the different
parameters involved in the SLA

We include all the different
retrievable information from
networks

Dynamic
configuration of
virtual
resources

Virtualization management it is requested; in particular it
is requested that the components have to support the
dynamic configuration and scaling of virtual resources.
The programming model of NRG-5 must support
scalability of a VNF depending on the user demand

Time to reconfigure
deployment of VNFs

Hardware and
network
acceleration

It is necessary to evaluate if to improve the VNF
performance hardware and/or network accelerators are
required.

VNF performance in terms of
processing
speed
and
resource consumption.

Service function
chaining

It is necessary to evaluate if it is possible offer different
services composed by many VNFs. Also the Service
mapping complexity and time will be evaluated.

Number of services and
VNFs in the chain supported
without impacting on the
network performance

Multiple IoT
Sensor Vendors

In the project it is necessary to support traffic from
different IoT sensor vendors

The information coming from
the different sensors must be
processed in the same way
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4 NRG-5 Overall Architecture
The NRG-5 project aims to make existing energy infrastructures (in the context of a Smart Energyas-a-Service future) easier, safer, more secure and resilient from an operational and financial point
of view. In this framework, NRG-5 has adopted a flexible, versatile architectural design of an
integrated infrastructure able to cover the full spectrum of the communication and computational
needs of the energy sector. The architectural design will contribute to transforming the energy
network from a closed, monolithic and highly predictable infrastructure to an open, multi-owned,
decentralized ecosystem, flexibly interacting with the actual energy network assets, telecom
operators and third-party solution providers.
This section presents a high level vision of the NRG-5 Architecture. It builds on existing 5G
architectures from 3GPP and 5GPPP shown in section 2, but introduces some new aspects which
are specifically relevant to the energy domain. The architectural innovation proposed by NRG-5 is
highlighted. Network slicing is to be supported. For the NRG-5 project it is assumed that a slicing
mechanism is available. Specific network slices for the energy domain will be designed. This section
provides a high level analysis of the security aspects of the proposed architecture, and how it meets
QoS and KPI requirements. It is shown how the architecture satisfies the NRG-5 Use Case
requirements. The functional decomposition of the NRG-5 architecture in terms of its VNFs is
provided in section 5.

4.1 Design principles
Aiming to offer Smart Energy-as-a-Service utilizing 5G communication networks, the NRG-5 project
adopts and contributes to the 5G-PPP Architecture Working group proposal and extends it to meet
specific requirements as already described. In this section, we define and adopt a number of design
principles:
a) The terminals should be as simple and low cost as possible. To meet this requirement
we decided to move all intelligence from the terminals to the infrastructure network.
b) The service should be flexible but the security high. This requirement is somewhat
conflicting. NRG-5 needs to offer flexible terminal discovery and self-organizing functions,
without locking any devices to a specific utility or telecom operator. As a coincidence, beyond
comprehensive Authentication and Authorization, business models based on distributed and
trusted accounting and smart contracts should be introduced.
c) Response time and delay should be minimal. To meet the very strict requirements of
electricity rerouting and drone control, the functionality must be moved as close to the
terminal as possible (to the edge cloud if possible).
d) Accurate Mobility is mandatory. As various terminals (i.e. drones) and energy storage
devices (i.e. electric vehicles) will be moving, their accurate position (more accurate than the
5G cell in which they are located) is needed. As such, the Mobility Management Entity (MME)
should provide location accurate to a few metres.

4.2 NRG-5 Architecture: From energy to services layer
Within NRG-5 we consider the 5G communication networks as a fundamental communication
infrastructure for meeting the huge emerging challenges in the smart energy domain, both in
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functional directions (i.e. stability, resiliency and highly availability) and in non-functional directions
(i.e. sustainability, security, privacy and CAPEX/OPEX). From a financial point of view, an important
requirement to forge technology adoption is to allow seamless reuse of the already existing hardware
and network infrastructure.; Virtualization concepts for IT and energy equipment will be adopted,
allowing software & functional upgrades with developments and features to be deployed, saving time
and operational costs.
NRG-5 pursues a modular architecture orchestrated by an SDN/NFV framework according to the
5GPPP architectural model. We introduce new components in the NRG-5 architecture to meet
additional requirements of the energy domain, as illustrated in the NRG-5 use cases. Figure 16
shows the high level architecture schema of NRG-5.

Figure 16: NRG-5 high-level architecture

In figure 16, at the lower level we consider the smart energy (electricity & gas) layer, composed of
varying energy infrastructure assets. These assets have different characteristics, covering both
functional requirements (mainly in respect to delay) and non-functional requirements (mainly in
reliability and security).
Over the energy layer, we consider the telecommunications network layer, compiled of cellular and
mini-cells, IoT and satellite communications. This is the existing 5G and New Radio
telecommunications layer, which is considered beyond NRG-5.
The NRG-5 framework is positioned over the energy and telecommunications layers. Following the
5G-PPP Architecture proposal, the NRG-5 architecture is considered as a number of VNFs offering
IaaS, Self* functions and smart energy specific VNFs. The position and sizing of the VNFs together
with fundamental infrastructure functions (e.g. network slicing offered by other 5G projects) enable
the NRG-5 Smart Energy deployment.
At the higher layer, NRG-5 introduces mechanisms for extended Mobile Edge Computing (xMEC)
offloading, elastic VNF sizing and chaining, M2M/MCM communications and trusted/scalable Plug
‘n’ Play. These activities are coordinated and supervised by a Critical Infrastructures Service Level
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Agreement mechanism, which is a monitoring and enforcement entity, such as Open Source MANO
(OSM). As proof of concept, NRG-5 considers many novel utility functions offered following the “X
as a Service” approach, separated by an Open Northbound API (NBI).
The above layers are further analysed in the following sections.

4.2.1 Energy Layer
The energy layer covers both electricity and gas infrastructure and assets. In the NRG-5 architecture
it also includes smart meters, swarms of drones and EVs (electric vehicles).
Electricity grids are traditionally divided into three parts: the generation, the transmission and the
distribution domain. The traditional energy flow is from large, centralized generation plants, over long
distances through High Voltage (HV) transmission lines to the Medium Voltage (MV) and finally to
the Low Voltage (LV) distribution grid, where the end-consumers are reached.
However, the traditional energy flow from generation to distribution is not the only energy flow
anymore. De-centralized generation and storage is performed by distributed energy resources
(DER) with a generation capacity, typically in the range of kW to MW. With the increasing penetration
of DER, significant amounts of energy are being produced in smaller decentralized plants and fed
into the distribution grid directly at MV and LV levels. DER and Renewable Energy Sources (RES)
have transformed the conventional electricity network into a Smart Grid, where the energy flow may
be bidirectional and where IT, communications, measurements, control and automation technology
enhance the network intelligence. In other words, “smart" means that the network state can be
monitored in real-time so that control and regulation of the network become possible and the existing
network capacity can actually be fully utilized. Transmission grids have been “smart” in this sense
for a long time already, with extensive measurement and control equipment. However, the
transmission grid is relatively small in extent compared to the distribution grid, which has very little
“smartness” so far, effectively being a passive receiver of energy generated by large power plants
and transmitted through the “smart” transmission network.
In this context, the energy utility concept is changing due to the high penetration of DER and the
emerging new user-centric vision, according to which the end-customers (up to now considered as
consumers) may also provide energy back to the network, effectively being considered as prosumers
(producers and consumers, combined). A transition from a highly predictable and secure power
delivery medium to a much more dynamic and unpredictable environment, where intermittent and
variable power sources are replacing dispatchable and controllable base load generation, is currently
under development. The key aspects of the changes are referrred to in [37]:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

the energy production becomes user centric and highly decentralized;
the energy sharing among users requires advanced network management methods;
the electricity storage with its impact especially at micro-grid level;
the energy management systems for controlling and ensuring energy efficiency at a micro/
macro scale;
v. the IoT & Big data mining combination for starting high added value and possibly low cost energy
services;
vi. the rise in awareness of environmental friendly technologies with the promotion of local
resources from a circular economy perspective;
vii. the user concern on privacy and security due to the limitation of digital and communication
services offerings and
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viii. the Electric Energy high-frequency trading market needing low network latency.
These aspects are leading to a distributed utility concept (possibly virtual as per the MVNO
paradigm) where investments in local generation, local storage and local demand side demand
technologies are planned to satisfy increasing local energy demand at a lower cost.
On top of the pure energy network, NRG-5 also considers swarms of drones as 5G smart terminals.
NRG-5 addresses drones’ autonomous navigation, obstacle avoidance, landing, and flight formation
in the context of Predictive Maintenance, considering the system's design and constraints from
several factors: accurate positioning, sensor fusion, sensing arbitrary terrain, and real-time
operation. Yet, the objective is not to perform research in these areas, but instead to off-load the onboard computer, migrate the visual and ultra-sonic analysis at the edge cloud using relevant media
analysis, continually evaluate and analyse the observed terrain to determine sites tolerable for
landing or performing flight from a constant attitude to cover the scenario mission and then transmit
the flight control information using 5G communications.

4.2.2 Telecommunications Layer
The telecom layer of the NRG-5 architecture provides the connectivity between the components of
the energy layer and the VNF and application layers above [36]. These are wide ranging, covering
the need to cater for both very small and significantly large data transfer volumes, and wide ranging
latency requirements. The NRG-5 telecom layer will include a wide range of communication
technologies, to match the complex and wide ranging requirements of the energy domain use cases.
Key to the NRG-5 telecom layer is 5G, sometimes referred to as the “network of networks”. Beyond
the emerging 5G New Radio (NR), we assume that the telecommunications layer includes or is
complemented by the availability of GSM standard 2G networks as well as 3G/3G+ and 4G/4G+
networks. Wi-Fi, LoRa may also be used, as well as any non-mobile communication technology.
The NRG-5 telecom layer also includes satellites as an integral part of the 5G network. Recent 3GPP
work recognized the added value from satellite coverage within 5G especially for mission-critical and
industrial applications where ubiquitous coverage is crucial [38]. Further work is being carried out in
3GPP to identify use cases for the provision of services that benefit from the integration of 5G
satellite-based access components in the 5G system. For NRG-5, satellites can provide
communication support for elements of the NRG-5 energy layer that may be widely distributed,
located in remote areas, or that are on the move in areas where there is no terrestrial network
available. Satellites can provide ultra-reliable communications and support massive machine to
machine communications, while providing high bandwidth (multi-gigabit per second rates) and
ubiquitous coverage. Even if from theoretical point of view two of the NRG-5 use cases will benefit
in particular from satellite communication – for drones and EVs, only the first one will be realized.
The actual choice of communication technology for any given use case will depend on its needs for
connectivity, QoS, latency, interoperability etc. as well as cost and availability. The telecom layer will
also need to provide for backhaul and fronthaul aspects. Some capabilities will be realized as
virtualized functions. Additional capacity can be made available in the edge area: the extended
mobile edge computing will improve the quality of the services. Radio resource management control
will be provided for virtualised RANs components. The backhaul for the telecom network allows traffic
to be transported from the peripheral points of access to the aggregation nodes of the network. In
the case of mobile network, the backhaul technology has been extensively implemented using radio
solutions but to guarantee better reliability fibre technology will be strongly desired for the new mobile
architectures. The mobile sites will be connected through the use of direct fibres to deal with a
scalable technology in terms of capacity, while guarantying low latency times.
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To achieve the stringent latency, bandwidth, reliability and flexibility requirements of the emerging
smart grid context (energy domain), the application of virtualization concepts at all levels is
fundamental: access infrastructures based on cloud-native technologies will provide on-demand
resource processing, storage and network capacity whenever and wherever needed. So called
software-defined air interface technologies should be seamlessly integrated into 5G wireless access
network architectures. This may help realize a new model of efficient utilisation of radio resources
enabling more flexibility for creating new services and applications. Cloud computing is key allowing
the integration of 5G solutions with current 3G and 4G networks, while reusing the existing available
infrastructures providing e.g. backhaul.

4.2.3 VNF and Application Layer
NRG-5 mainly focuses on the VNF and the application layer. A number of VNFs offering Self*
functions and smart energy specific VNFs are defined. The position and sizing of the VNFs together
with fundamental infrastructure functions (e.g. network slicing offered by other 5G projects) enable
the NRG-5 Smart Energy deployment.
At the higher later, NRG-5 introduces mechanisms for extended Mobile Edge Computing (xMEC)
offloading, elastic VNF sizing and chaining, M2M/MCM communications and trusted/scalable Plug
‘n’ play. All these activities are coordinated and supervised by a Critical Infrastructures Service Level
Agreement mechanism, which is a monitoring and enforcement entity, such as Open Source MANO
(OSM). As proof of context, NRG-5 considers many novel utility functions offered following the “X as
a Service” approach, separated by an Open Northbound API (NBI). The NRG-5 introduced VNFs
are analysed later in section 4.3.

4.3 NRG-5 view on the 5G Architectural framework
Taking into account the various 5G architectural proposals (already described in chapter 2), the
NRG-5 project proposes a generic 5G Architectural framework as shown in Figure 17. This
framework is in compliance with the 5G-PPP Architecture Group proposal as described in section
2.7. In more detail and from a left to right approach, we consider at the lower layer the Radio Access
Network (RAN), the Edge, the Transport and the Core infrastructure, various radio, satellite and IoT
5G radio interfaces along with optical/metro access networks. Moreover, we consider xMEC nodes,
edge and core routers, SDN switches and controllers, along with complete Data Centres.
At the Radio Access Network, though NRG-5 does not consider any new physical radio, we
consider new methods for IoT devices identification and optimization of data routing for small and
very small devices.
At the logical Network Infrastructure layer, we consider various PNFs (Physical Network
Functions) and VNF (Virtual Network Functions), including functions such as AMF (Access & Mobility
Management Function) and UPF (User Plane Functions) offering UE-based Authentication,
Authorization and Mobility Management and packet routing and forwarding functions respectively. In
this layer, we also consider Application specific Virtual Functions (AVF), such as media processing
or Blockchain processing, which are offloaded from User Equipment (UE) that take advantage of the
Edge or core computational power.
At the higher layer, we consider the Software Defined Mobile Network (SDM) Control and Network
Slice Layer, which is responsible for the end-to-end network slicing. This layer creates groups of
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network resources, connects the physical and virtual network and service functions as appropriate
and instantiates all network and service functions assigned to the slice. The SDM-C and SDM-X
entities control and coordinate respectively the resources translating decisions of control applications
into commands to VNFs and PNFs. NRG-5 takes advantage of other 5G PPP Phase II project
developments (e.g. Matilda or SliceNet [39]) and integrates the Network slicing concept, which is the
ability to create segregated end-to-end, vertical portions on the same infrastructure for simultaneous
use by heterogeneous services. A network slice is a complete logical network that comprises a set
of (possibly virtualized) network functions and corresponding resources necessary to provide
specialized network capabilities and network characteristics.
At the Management and Network Orchestration (MANO) layer we consider multiple MANO
functions as described with more details in 4.3.2, including the VIM (Virtual Infrastructure Manager),
the NFVO (NFV Orchestrator), the VNF Manager, along with domain specific application
management functions, such as 3GPP Element Management and Network (sub-)slice Management
functions and ETSI NFV MANO. At this layer, we also consider an Inter-slice Broker and Network
Slice Selection Function that transforms a consumer-facing service description into a resourcefacing service description and vice versa. Last but not least, this layer also hosts the Multi-domain
Service Management and Orchestrator (SMO) component, which bridges the service layer with the
Inter-slice broker.
Finally, at the service layer, we consider various multi-tenant applications and services and specific
Smart Energy as a Service applications.
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Figure 17: 5G Architectural framework and NRG-5 main focus

As shown in Figure 17, NRG-5 mainly puts emphasis on the Radio Access Network, enabling IoT
devices to be detected and self-organized, at the xMEC introducing a number of VNFs, which may
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be instantiated at any xMEC node, a domain specific MANO and at the application layer. In more
details to achieve the Smart Energy as a Service functionality, NRG-5 builds the final design on
exiting work from standard and other H2020 projects adding new and innovative elements i.e.:
• Consider new methods for IoT handling, including devices discovery, identification and
optimization of data routing for small and very small devices
• Define an extended MEC software stack for fast and optimal deployment of generic and utilitycentric VNFs.
• Build on Machine-Cloud-Machine (MCM) communications, which enable significant
scalability and resilience
• Realize an extended 5G ETSI-MANO framework, integrating analytics in the OSS layer to
address smart energy applications requirements and optimal positioning and sizing of the utility
specific VNFs.
In the following the description of the NRG-5 xMEC, NRG-5 domain specific MANO, NRG-5 smart
meter and NRG-5 drone nodes.

4.3.1 The NRG-5 xMEC node
In order to meet the time delay requirements, NRG-5 introduces an extended MEC node, which
operates as the main interface between the 5G and the energy infrastructure. Implemented using
fault-tolerant replication techniques to re-execute any failing task execution, if this is feasible due to
time constraints, the xMEC stack hosts any time critical and complex functions, which is migrated to
the xMEC in close proximity with the specific energy network segment.
As shown in Figure 18, we consider at the lower lay of the xMEC various physical interfaces in a
multi-Radio Access Technology (multi-RAT) and over that a virtualized MEC computing/networks
layer followed by a NFV Infrastructure (NFVI).
Mobile devices can also be part of this virtualized infrastructure. An example of this could be the
drones which may be xMEC nodes themselves, when in range of an eNodeB. This way, they could
make their computing, communication and storage resources available for the particular use case.
On top, the proposal NRG-5 architecture complements the work performed by the ETSI NFV ISG
and enriches the capabilities of the 5GPPP architectural group by offering new virtualized functions
tailored to the requirements of the energy vertical.
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Figure 18: NRG-5 high-level depiction of architectural blocks at the edge

The VNFs are created on the top to address both the networks (electric (or gas) /telecommunication)
and the applications requirements and could be classified at the following groups.
4.3.1.1 Group 1: General Core VNFs
This group of VNFs includes the virtual functions requested to discover devices and services in the
network, to allow the self-organization and self-optimization of the communication and routing
services between devices that have limited network, along with virtual functions requested to
recognize and authorize the different elements and allow a secure connection for the data exchange
according to the requested services. In this group we foresee the following VNFs:
•

vTSD (virtual Terminals Self-Discovery): this VNF, offers device and services discovery services
at a local area level (depending on the area covered by the base station hosting the xMEC stack)

•

vSON (virtual Self-Organizing Networks): offers device topology determination as well as
optimized routing services to groups of devices that have limited network connectivity
capabilities

•

vMCM (virtual Machine-Cloud-Machine): allows utility resources to be stored in the cloud and
accessed by multiple users overcoming any scalability issues

•

vMME (virtual Mobility Management Entity): an extension to the standard LTE MME, which
provides for idle mobile devices paging and tagging including GPS location (e.g. safeguarding
the location of EVs, mobile terminals or drones)

•

vBCP (virtual Blockchain Processing): offers an easy-to-use and universal API gateway allowing
multiple applications to benefit from the security, immutability and transparency properties of the
Blockchain technology

•

vAAA (virtual Authentication, Authorization, Accounting): a VNF similar to the AMF (Access &
Mobility Management Function), which provides services related to the administration of the field
devices at the level of AAA.
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4.3.1.2 Group 2: General Application VNFs
Within NRG-5, we consider that drones will be the “smart phone of the future”, seamlessly integrated
and receiving integral support from the 5G network. To support remote drones flight control, we
introduce two application specific VNFs namely:
•

vMPA (virtual Media Processing & Analysis): performs near-real-time video stream processing
and analysis so that e.g. results of the drone-transmitted video data are managed in real time

•

vDFC (virtual Drone Flight Control) performs real time autonomous remote control of drones

4.3.1.3 Group 3: Smart Energy Specific VNFs
In this group, we consider VNFs specialized to meet the smart energy functionality, including.
•

vPMU (virtual Phasor Measurement Unit) monitors the state of the grid by measuring voltage
levels and frequency values of selected locations of the grid

•

vESR (virtual Electricity Substation & Rerouting): enables control of the local substation and
electricity rerouting activities.

•

vRES (virtual Renewable Energy Sources): provides low-latency flexibility services to the grid
operator that can be used in DR campaigning to keep the grid balanced

•

vDES (virtual Distributed Energy Storage): provides energy flexibility in a certain time interval;
the function deals with flexibility provisioning services to the grid operator that can use it to issue
demand response (DR) campaigning.

4.3.2 The NRG-5 Domain Specific MANO
The Domain Specific MANO (realizing the envisioned extended 5G ETSI-MANO framework hinted
in the previous pages) of the NRG-5 stack is the part of NRG-5 that mainly caters for ensuring that
the smart energy applications requirements are met at all times, by properly walking through an
optimization path, governed by a MAPE-K control loop. The design principles of a MAPE-K loop
stem from the Monitor, Analyse, Plan, Execute (MAPE) autonomic compute architecture, which was
first introduced by IBM.
Analyse
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Knowledge
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Domain Specific System

Context

Figure 19: A typical MAPE-K control loop.
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In this regard, the NRG-5 Domain Specific MANO consists of four primary processing engines,
namely the Monitoring Engine, the Analysis Engine, the Planning Engine and the Execution Engine,
which correspond to the functional modules of MAPE, as well as a Publish/Subscribe Broker (PSB),
which deals with the handling of asynchronous events and respective notifications, and, finally, a
Knowledge Store, which provides a persistent and flexible way for storing and retrieving data and
information elements. The PSB plays the role of the interconnection and communication interface
between the four primary processing engines. This type of data communication is marked as
Physical flow in Figure 20, as opposed to the Logical flow, which represents the control loop between
the four primary engines working together.
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Northbound Interface

PSB

Analysis
Engine

Monitoring
Engine

Planning
Engine
Knowledge
store

Logical Flow
Physical Flow

Execution
Engine

Southbound Interface

Figure 20: The NRG-5 Domain Specific MANO concept.

In other words, the four primary processing engines communicate and collaborate with one another
and exchange appropriate data and information through the use of the asynchronous PSB. The
architectural design of the NRG-5 Domain Specific MANO is complemented by two interfaces with
external systems/applications. These are the Southbound Interface, which provides the necessary
interconnection with the underlying virtual resources and their management systems (be it an NFV
platform like e.g. OSM, OPNFV or ONAP, or an NFVI such as Openstack or Kubernetes), and the
Northbound Interface, which delivers metadata information to enable the management and
orchestration synchronisation between different administrative domains, as well as to support the
orchestration at a higher/hierarchical level, enabling for federated control of resources and
optimization at global/regional levels rather than at just MEC level.
4.3.2.1 Monitoring Engine
The Monitoring Engine collects the details from the various available resources (virtualized or not)
and correlates them into correlated events (e.g. lack or overprovisioning of resources) that could
require further attention and analysis. The collected data includes information about managed
resource configuration, status, offered capacity and throughput/utilisation. Some of the data can be
static or may change slowly, whereas other data is dynamic, changing continuously through time.
The Monitoring Engine aggregates, correlates and filters these details until it determines a symptom
that needs to be analysed. When a scaling situation is discovered, this is registered with PSB.
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Another important function of the Monitoring Engine is the homogenization of data flows that are
delivered by the monitoring services of the various supported NFV management systems (e.g.
OSM), by interfacing the NRG-5 Domain Specific MANO Southbound interface. This will be done by
properly introducing relevant mediation services, able to translate the platform-specific measurement
data models to the data model exposed by the NRG-5 Domain Specific MANO southbound
interface1, as shown in the next figure.
Mediation Southbound Interface
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OPNFV Openstack
Mediator Mediator Mediator

Light
Pre-processing

Analysis
Engine

PSB
Infrastructure
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Figure 21: Monitoring Engine high level architecture.

Summing up, the most important operations of the Monitoring Engine are:
•
•
•
•

Collect, categorize and store data;
Aggregate, filter and correlate data;
Determine events of special attention;
Homogenize data.

The Monitoring Engine will be able to collect and process large amounts of data coming from the
available resources, and in many cases this needs to be done in a real time fashion.
4.3.2.2 Analysis Engine
The Analysis Engine provides the mechanisms to observe and analyse unwanted situations, so as
to determine if some change needs to be made. Indicatively, if the Analysis Engine determines that
the agreed SLA is not or cannot be guaranteed any longer, then it can enact a change. In many
cases, the Analysis Engine models complex behaviour, so it can employ prediction techniques, such
as time-series forecasting and machine learning. The Analysis Engine registers itself with PSB, so
as to receive notifications for scaling situations.
The Analysis Engine is developed in a way that supports the plug-in and plug-out of engines that
perform the analysis, supporting in this way, different analysis techniques or algorithms. Additionally,
it would be possible to operate, at the same time, different analysis engines, up to a certain number,
providing multi-dimensional results for the Planning Engine. For example, without excluding other
approaches, it would be possible to have:

1

It is worth highlighting that if monitoring values originate from the NFVI (e.g. Openstack), the various
mediation services should coordinate with the overlying NFV-enabling technology (e.g. OSM) so that the
reported values are contextualized into VNF- and NS-oriented ones.
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•
•
•

A Complex Event Processing analysis engine, that operates on real-time or near-real time
data, making an analysis on a sliding time window, without considering and special or specific
data mode or behavioural model;
A Big Data analysis engine, specialized to operate on large amounts of collected data;
A Machine Learning analysis engine, that operates on data considering specific data and
behavioural models, which allows the engine to make short to mid-term predictions.
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Figure 22: High level architecture of the Analysis Engine.

If some kind of change is required, then the Analysis Engine generates a NS/VNF
resizing/(re)placement request and registers this event with PSB, to be subsequently consumed by
the Planning Engine. The generated request would, then, describe the modifications that the
Analysis Engine has determined as necessary or desirable in order to ensure SLA compliance in all
cases.
4.3.2.3 Planning Engine
The Planning Engine, retrieving from the Analysis Engine requests related to NS/VNF
scaling/(re)placement, generates or selects a procedure to enact a desired alteration in the current
system configuration. The Planning Engine can take on many forms, ranging from a single command
to a more complex workflow. Depending on the current state of the SLAs and other information
related to the state of the system available at the Knowledge Store (e.g. historical data), the Planning
Engine generates the appropriate system configuration (at NS/VNF level) change plan, which
represents a desired set of changes for the underlying NVFI resources and logically passes this plan
to Execute Engine. In the context of hierarchical NRG-5 Domain Specific MANOs archtiectures,
higher-level Planning Engines will be able to also interface lower-level Execution Engines, as
detailed in the following paragraph.
4.3.2.4 Execution Engine
The Execution Engine provides the interfacing mechanisms to schedule and perform the necessary
changes to the underlying NFVI resources. Once a resources alteration plan is generated by the
Planning Engine, the Execution Engine carries out the procedure by implementing a series of
NFV/NFVI platform-specific actions, translated via a set of properly defined mediators that undertake
the de-homogenization of the NRG-5 Domain Specific MANO data model, as depicted in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: High-level architecture of the Execution Engine.

It is worth noting that in the context of supporting hierarchical optimization control loops, the
Execution Engine will be able to support commands from higher-level NRG-5 Domain Specific
MANOs via a definite southbound-northbound interface, allowing the higher-level Planning Engines
to issue execution requests to lower-level Execution Engines.

4.3.3 The NRG-5 smart meter node
NRG-5 architecture will integrate a smart meter device and software protocol stack (the 5G-NORM)
as a generic 5G terminal to validate a number of VNFs including terminal discovery (vTSD), self
organization (vSON), cloud/edge storage (vMCM), decentralised trust (vBCP), identity management
and authentication/authorization (vAAA). Moreover, 5G-NORM will be used to validate Smart Energy
specific architectural designs, such as the utilization of low cost PMUs (via offloading PMU
functionality at the xMEC vPMU), support for Electricity Substations (via vESR) and
renewable/sustainable and distributed storage functionality (via vRES and vDES).
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Figure 24: Smart Metering Point infrastructure
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The idea of using the Smart Meters for delivering value-added services, beyond just billing (e.g.
Demand Side Management, power quality monitoring and fault detection) is already introduced by
the H2020 project SUCCESS, which extends the NOBELGRID smart meter prototype, with security
features to create the NORM (Next Generation Open Real Time Smart Meter).Yet, little effort has
been placed so far in services requiring high accuracy and precise time-tagging.
The NRG-5 architecture introduces a scalable cloud-based stack, optionally a multi-RAT access
interface and enriched security and trust features to provide a next generation smart meter as a
5G device prototype. Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) encryption will be combined with
Blockchain technology to offer a decentralized trust & identity management mechanism,
supporting end-user privacy by design. In parallel, the MCM and the self-* features will accelerate
deployment.
An abstraction layer will hide metering specific functionality (e.g. legacy meter for electricity or gas,
hard real time features such as PMU, RES, DES functionality) and physical network interfaces
(offering event satellite access in case cellular coverage is not available). In this way, NRG-5 will
offer a novel, open solution, applicable not only for smart meters but any hardware constrained
device, with built in NRG-5 trusted and vendor/ utilities lock-in free Plug ’n’ Play functionality.

4.3.4 The NRG-5 drone node
NRG-5 will address the autonomous navigation, obstacle avoidance, landing, and flight formation in
the context of Predictive Maintenance considering the system's design and constrains from several
factors: accurate positioning, sensor fusion, sensing arbitrary terrain, and real-time operation. Yet,
the objective is not to perform research in these areas, but instead to off-load the on-board computer,
migrate the visual and ultra-sonic analysis at the MEC using relevant media analysis VNFs (vMPA),
continually evaluate and analyse the observed terrain to determine sites tolerable for landing or
performing flight from a constant altitude to cover the scenario mission and then transmit the flight
control information using uMTC communications.
Figure 25 shows an initial design of the proof of concept NRG-5 drone-infrastructure architecture.
As the NRG-5 drone, the Parrot 2.0 GPS Edition was initially preselected. However, as stability has
turned out to be less than initially expected, the best option is to build a custom NRG-5 drone, so
that full control of the different components is achieved and the 5G UC requirements are met.
Additionally, access to the communication link interface should be possible, so that functionality
testing on the 5G radio link onboarded on the drone is rendered possible.
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Figure 25: NRG-5 Drone Architecture

From a software point of view, NRG-5 will modify the GPS/Flight Control and the Remote Control
module so that computing complexity tasks can be offloaded to the xMEC. Moreover, vMPA and
vDFC VNFs will run on the xMEC to meet predictive maintenance requirements. Multi-RAT
connectivity (i.e. satellite, WiFi, cellular) will be evaluated.
In addition to this deployment scenario for a single drone, in the near future, a swarm of drones and
the use of drones as an extension for the MEC platform can lead to even greater benefits. More
detailed and more efficient activities, including support of human operators, can take place when
multiple drones are used to simultaneously collect sensor data and provide communication coverage
over a possibly impaired ground network infrastructure. Moreover, bringing computing and storage
resources closer to the place where they are needed, can further decrease latency and provide
services with more stringent requirements.

4.4 Security in NRG-5
4.4.1 Introduction
Due to its specific and vertical-oriented nature, the NRG-5 architecture poses several challenges
related to cyber security and privacy aspects. In this section, we briefly doverview the existing and
potential security threats in the context of 5G and smart energy applications. From these security
challenges, we derive the main requirements and present the selection of the existing technical
enablers for implementing the secure and privacy-preserving NRG-5 architecture.
While being focused to design a 5G architecture initially targeting at a specific set of vertical
applications enabling smart energy contexts, NRG-5 aims at both providing solutions that can be
generalized to other vertical applications and benefiting from the existing 5G ecosystem. For these
reasons, in the definition of its architecture, and especially concerning the security and privacy, NRG5 follows and extends as much as possible the early design principles drafted by the 5G-Ensure
project [19] and by the 5G Security Landscape whitepaper from the 5G IA Security Working Group
[40].
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One peculiarity of smart-energy use cases, as developed by NRG-5, is that they must be always
considered mission-critical services. Energy in all its forms represents the driving force of today’s
business at global scale, and a lack in resiliency and security may heavily affect different business
sectors with cascading effects, ultimately resulting in paralyzing the economy or threatening the
population’s safety.
Due to their centrality, such services are likely to represent a tempting target for malicious, wellequipped, and well-motivated adversaries. For instance, malfunctioning devices such as smart
meters, electric vehicles, and drones can be the result both of physical tampering or a cyber-attack.
Attackers could also target the deployed VNFs and the NRG-5 slices at network level. Any of these
attacks or resultant disruption can be highly dangerous. Threats such as fiddling with billing
information of particular users may cause major economical disturbance, if they are not monitored
carefully. Moreover, the massive communication of millions of such devices will enable personal
information collection and tracking, which may leak consumers’ privacy. Failure to mitigate such
threats will also hinder the transformation of the existing energy distribution industry.

4.4.2 Security Architecture and Risk Analysis
Considering the NRG-5 layered architecture depicted in Figure 16, it is possible to identify several
threats that may occur at the energy, telecom, VNFs, and application layers. It has to be noted that
the whole NRG-5 architecture can be matched almost perfectly with the concepts of strata and
domains defined initially by 3GPP [41], extended by the work in 5G-Ensure [19], and summarized
by 5G PPP in its architectural white paper [42].
For instance, the NRG-5 energy layer represents the user equipment domain defined in TS 23.101
[43] residing both in the Transport and Application strata. Here is where the sensors, actuators,
UAVs, and in general all the physical end-devices reside. Similarly, the NRG-5 telecom layer is linked
to the logical access network domain in the Transport stratum. It is possible to include here the
different radio access methods for the network (i.e., 5G NR, LTE, Satellite, and others). The VNFs
layer is related to the home and serving domains (resp. Home/Serving Stratum). This layer
represents the physical hardware (i.e., the distributed compute domains) and the software (the
instantiated VNFs that run the smart-energy services), embedding most of the innovation developed
in NRG-5. Finally, the NRG-5 application layer corresponds to the management domain in the
Application Stratum as defined in [44], where the NRG-5 management and orchestration
functionalities that are required to run the smart-energy services are operated.
4.4.2.1 Domain-specific threats
In the following, we document the major attacks and vulnerabilities related to NRG-5 applications for
each one of the identified domains. We focus our attention on cyber-attacks targeting the platform
rather than physical attacks on the devices, since the latter are considered out of the scope of the
project.
UE domain: Malicious users could compromise end-devices in order to disrupt the normal
operations of the smart grid, for instance by shutting down key running devices, thus disconnecting
power services or by tampering with sensed data directly on the device to misguide the decisions of
energy operators. The former attack may have a direct impact on the stability of the grid (e.g., during
energy rerouting in UC3), while the latter could be also of concern for smart energy applications that
are related to billing and accounting, such as in UC1.
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Access Network domain: Radio emissions represent also a potential risk. In particular, unprotected
devices or with lightweight security (such as for IoT) may disclose energy consumption and other
sensitive data such as the localization of users causing privacy leakages. Also, an attacker may
decide to alter the functioning of the power grid via man in the middle (MITM) attacks, by intercepting
radio communications to eavesdrop and tamper with data, misleading the energy management
system (EMS) to make bad decisions. Others type of attacks to the medium range from signal
jamming, misdirection of communications, data modification and phishing attacks.
Home and Serving domains: The new softwarized paradigm of SDN (separation of control and
forwarding) and NFV (virtualization layer) environments bears evident benefits in the context of
network management and operation but simultaneously increases the attack surface. Besides the
existence of security vulnerabilities in VNFs e.g. due to coding imperfections, old and compromised
libraries, and bad configurations, the presence of several virtualization layers may allow capturing
and rerouting of both control and user plane traffic at compute nodes. This risk concerns also the
isolation of slices and VNFs, via the exposure of sensitive data through side channel attacks at the
level of hypervisor. These risks are amplified by the sharing of infrastructure.
Management domain: Having a logically centralized network control of the infrastructure together
with a layer devoted to management and orchestration represents a single point of failure for the
entire architecture. Such key central functions represent a very valuable target for attackers. In this
case, wrong authentication mechanisms may permit malicious users to misconfigure the network.
Moreover, successful DoS attacks towards the management interfaces may render the management
of smart-energy slices ineffective, opening up the road for further damages.
4.4.2.2 Exemplary threats related to smart-energy
1. Unauthorized access to NRG-5 services: Heterogeneous access methods (i.e., multi-RAT)
and coexisting differentiated traffic services (e.g., eMBB, URLLC, and mMTC) come with the
risk of exposing the access to NRG-5 services to new threats due to the interoperability
requirements. Unauthorized accesses may be employed to fraudulently access shared
resources, disrupt the service, or as the starting point to further privilege escalation or pivot
attacks.
2. Impersonation attacks: Compromised nodes may be able to join the network, send false
information, and masquerade as some other trusted entities. Identity thefts or cloning of
compromised nodes may also be used to get access to the NRG-5 orchestrator, to modify
the configuration of the system as legitimate users with special privileges, or to collect and
eavesdrop data.
3. Rendering unavailable the smart-energy slice: Specific threats to smart energy
applications include the DoS attack consisting of radio jamming. A smart jamming attack
against 5G networks may be carried out by selectively blocking the control channels essential
for the overall operation of the radio interface. Moreover, by having an entry point to the
network, it is possible to target with DoS the VNFs that run key (data or control) services or
even the management infrastructure. Please note that this may be really problematic if the
targeted VNF is controlling a physical actuator or sensor required for energy distribution.
4. Leakage of sensitive data (privacy attacks): Loosely protected energy-related data will
cause invasions of privacy in the smart grid. In particular, radio waves in AMI may disclose
information about where people were and when and what they were doing. Moreover, weak
isolation of VNFs running over shared hardware may cause leakage via side-channel attacks,
especially in case of compute infrastructure sharing. Failure to address privacy issues in the
smart energy applications is unacceptable for regulators and stakeholders.
5. Service function chaining attacks: Different network services (NS) can be deployed via
the chaining of VNFs eventually over multiple logical domains or even over the network
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infrastructure of different operators. Two important designs should be considered for such
services: the services and their composing functions should be protected and isolated from
each other. This will ensure that a failure or security breach in one would not affect the others.
Moreover, functions that make up the same service should not be deployed on physical
resources residing in the same security domain.

4.4.3 Security Analysis of NRG-5 Architecture
In the following, we consider security design requirements that should be taken into account for our
specific smart energy for 5G environments. These requirements are not all covered by NRG-5, but
they can be integrated in order to ensure security and privacy by design. NRG-5 proposes a novel
authentication, authorization and accounting enabler based on distributed blockchain technology.
Later, we discuss the security enablers offered by NRG-5 and the other security enablers from
different 5GPPP security projects that can be added to the NRG-5 architecture.
4.4.3.1 Design requirements needed to ensure security
The NRG-5 architecture inherits the same approach adopted by the 5G security architecture [42],
[40]. In order to consider security and privacy by design, some principles should be considered. First,
the NRG-5 architecture can be extended in order to provide slicing security and also provide a secure
isolation of resources and data even on shared infrastructures. Also, secure NRG-5 architecture can
support flexible allocation and dynamic relocation of functions between different domains.
The second requirement to design this 5G security architecture corresponds mostly to the fact that
this architecture should be distributed as required by the 5G security architecture [40]. In particular,
the mechanisms to collect, aggregate and analyse security events can be distributed. In NRG-5,
whenever it is possible, we provide secure distributed mechanisms. For instance, we build a
distributed trust management based on blockchain technology. This mechanism will be detailed in
deliverable NRG-5 deliverable D2.3 [45].
Third, the architecture should allow the orchestration of security functions in a seamless way,
considering for instance how and where to instantiate the security functions. We did consider this
requirement in our case when orchestrating the different virtual functions (secure and not secure
functions) in order to provide services such as the e-vehicle battery provisioning. The security VNF
that we consider in NRG-5 is the vAAA. The interaction between different VNFs and vAAA has been
also detailed in deliverable D2.2 [46] and will be further refined in [45].
Fourth, the architecture should support by design the coordination and orchestration of intra-domain
and inter-domain interactions. Hence a consistent security view must be maintained .
4.4.3.2 Security Enablers:
Various secure mechanisms should be considered in order to build a trusted, secure, and privacypreserving 5G architecture as referenced in [1]. In NRG-5 project, we are contributing to the
authentication, authorization and accounting processes. In the following, we present a brief
description of the AAA enabler that will be further detailed in D2.3. Moreover, NRG-5 architecture
can include other various security enablers such as privacy enabler, trust builders, security
monitoring from 5G-Ensure and other 5G projects.
•

Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA): The core offering of 5G authentication and
authorization functionalities is in the exploitation of the security and message validation
properties provided by the smart contracts functionalities offered by the Ethereum blockchain
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[64] as well as those of the standard OAuth 2.0 protocol. An Authentication, Authorization, and
Accountability function (vAAA) in NRG-5 is responsible for the following properties2:
o Authentication: Provide a lightweight authentication and distributed key agreement
protocol in order to mitigate known but also unknown security threats. In cooperation
with the end user embedded hardware identity validation mechanisms as well as
Blockchain Processing VNF, the authentication function will be responsible for
authenticating devices against the blockchain;
o Authorization: Authorization is the means of expressing the access policy by
explicitly granting a right. Targeting multi-tenant systems, there might be
heterogeneity of access control security levels. This enabler allows users to define
refined rules as to the access rights any third party may have to their own resources.
Authorization will be achieved by means of a model that is able to control access to
objects by evaluating rules against the attributes of entities, operations, and the
environment relevant to a request. In this way, access control can be more finegrained, flexible, much more expressive, avoiding the assignment of a trusted third
party performing the authorization;
o Accounting: Accountability means that the system is recordable and traceable; this
makes the system liable to those communication principles for their actions. Every
single change in a local host or network traffic, which may be the most important
information, can be used as evidence in future judgment. Hence, under such a
circumstance, no one can deny their actions. With accountability, the false party can
detected by provable evidences. In NRG-5, in-field devices are able to use the vAAA
in order to store data into the blockchain. This will help towards rendering the billing
processes of a wide number of metering-based services transparent.
• Privacy: Privacy issues may be addressed by adopting newly anonymous communication
technologies [43]. However, the current approaches to anonymize traffic may cause
overhead problems or delay issues [44] in particular approaches based on homomorphic
cryptography. The privacy preserving enablers should be lightweight and adaptive to
resource constrained devices (in the context of massive IoT deployment). As a possible
integration of privacy enablers, NRG-5 can include a set of privacy enablers already defined
by 5G-Ensure.
• Trust management: NRG-5 architecture can incorporate trust enablers from 5G-Esnure in
order to evaluate the trustworthiness and trust relationships. 5G has been developed with
two trust models that are embedded into the 5G architecture [5GArchitecture]. The first level
of the trust model is in respect to stakeholders of the smart energy vertical. The second level
of the trust model relates to the network entities e.g., the SDN controller, the MANO, the
PNFs, and VNFs.
• Security monitoring and management : In order to cope with new and advanced threats
induced by 5G, it is important to include in the NRG-5 architecture security monitoring by
design, to detect and respond efficiently to security threats in a dynamic and context-sensitive
way based on advanced machine learning techniques. While the core of the project do not
provide explicitly a specific security monitoring solution, proposed enablers from 5G-Ensure
can be integrated and adapted to the context.
All the previous enablers ranging from privacy, trust builders, security monitoring, to AAA enablers
constitute important building blocks to define slice security [67].

2

Focus is given on the blockchain modality of vAAA since it is the most innovative aspect of the VNF, the
OAuth2.0 modality being available as per the OAuth 2.0 standard.
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4.5 Matching NRG-5 Use Cases
The infrastructure and terminal nodes architecture, along with the general core, application and
energy specific VNFs introduced by NRG-5 match the smart energy use cases that have already
been defined. In more detail:
•

In use case 1 (UC1), initially the vTSD is required to discover the new 5G terminal (e.g. smart
meter, even without direct link to 5G infrastructure). After initial connectivity set-up,
communication with vAAA is required to ensure authenticated and authorized access. Identified
and authorized terminals will utilize the vSON to optimize the network topology and self-organize
data routing, in many cases even selecting secure and trusted nodes in the path between
terminals and the xMEC as data/information relays. Measurements from the nodes may be
stored at the blockchain (via vBCP) and in the cloud (via MCM). Identified and authorized nodes
realise the trusted lock-in free Plug ’n’ Play vision by temporal, traceable and accountable smart
contracts realized by the vBCP and the vAAA, while the vMME aggregates anonymized energy
consumption to use it in supporting smart energy specific services, such as. Dispatchable
Demand Response as described in use case 3.

•

In use case 2, the aerial predictive maintenance of the utility (electricity and gas) infrastructure
is based on a combination of simpler use-cases involving automatic drone control via a preselected flight plan and a flight plan based on analysis of the video transmitted from the drone.
On the energy utility part, we consider classical predefined predictive maintenance checks,
along with specific missions (e.g. process alarm, intrusion, thickness measurement and
landscape movements). In order to realise the required functionality and similar to use case 1,
the general core VNFs vTSD, vAAA, vMME will be instantiated to identify and
authenticate/authorize the drone, vSON may be needed in case of swarms of drones and vMCM
may be needed for storing the video stream in the cloud. Moreover, general application VNFs
will be instantiated, namely the vMPA will be employed to capture and analyse the video and
the vDFC to control the drone flight.

•

In use case 3, in order to enable resilience and high availability of energy via Dispatchable
Demand Response, several VNFs will be utilized to provide the electricity grid status in realtime, to offer energy rerouting and smart recovery of the grid after a fault isolation, to optimize
energy allocation and scheduling, to synchronize the charging information in real time, to collect
and aggregate EVs data to optimize charging and discharging scheduling (e.g. state of battery
and geo-localization), to monitor the RES production and DES status and location. In particular,
all energy specific VNFs, namely the vPMU, the vESR, the vRES and vDES will be utilized in
UC3, realizing the DDR functionality and offering fault isolation and flexibility services. In
addition, the NRG-5 general core VNFs will be utilized to offer terminal discovery (vTSD) and
optimal data routing (vSON), authentication, authorization, smart contracts and accounting via
vAAA and vBCP, safeguard the location of the EVs and distribute energy generation and storage
using the vMME, while the energy infrastructure status and information will be stored in the cloud
using the vMCM.

Moving to the applications and services layer, the NRG-5 architecture achieves the 5G KPI of fast
service deployment by selecting the appropriate general core, application and energy specific VNFs
and adding the application logic. In all cases, we consider as an initial step the creation of a network
slice to offer the necessary service isolation, the selection of the necessary VNFs from the repository,
the placing/instantiation and sizing of the VNFs, the linking (using forwarding graphs) between the
VNFs and the application logic and finally the orchestration of the service using the extended MANO.
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5 NRG-5 VNFs - initial functional decomposition
This chapter provides a detailed description of the VNFs, which have been introduced in the NRG-5
architecture. For each VNF, a functional decomposition and description is provided along with
interfacing and interaction considerations. The introduced VNFs are organized following section
4.3.1 categorization into three groups:
Group 1: General Core VNFs
•

vTSD: virtual Terminals Self-Discovery

•

vSON: virtual Self-Organizing Networks

•

vMCM: virtual Machine-Cloud-Machine

•

vMME: virtual Mobility Management Entity

•

vBCP: virtual Blockchain Processing

•

vAAA: virtual Authentication, Authorization, Accounting

Group 2: General Applications VNFs
•

vMPA: virtual Media Processing & Analysis

•

vDFC: virtual Drone Flight Control

Group 3: Smart Energy Specific VNFs
•

vPMU: virtual Phasor Measurement Unit

•

vESR: virtual Electricity Substation & Rerouting

•

vRES: virtual Renewable Energy Sources

•

vDES: virtual Distributed Energy Storage

5.1 Group 1: General Core VNFs
The General Core VNFs are VNFs introduced by NRG-5, but considered as having general interest
to use cases well beyond smart energy.

5.1.1 vTSD: Virtualized Terminal Self-Discovery
5.1.1.1 VNF description
The virtualized Terminal Self-Discovery (vTSD) VNF lies in the heart of NRG-5’s Self-* VNFs,
offering device and services discovery services at local area level (depending on the area covered
by the base station hosting the xMEC stack) as indicated in Figure 26. By adopting techniques from
relevant Wireless Sensor Network protocols, beacon-based approaches will be employed to enable
the discovery operations in a device-agnostic way [47], even in cases where 5G coverage is not
available. In the latter case, nodes in the path between the new device and the xMEC will forward
the beacon messages until they are finally received by the xMEC node. After the discovery, vTSD
will check the authentication and authorization of the newly discovered device with the vAAA. Once
the identity is validated, the discovered device will be registered in proper semi-volatile catalogues.
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This operation will be coordinated by vMME, so that they are easily retrievable by external services
and other VNFs (see interoperability paragraph for the VNF).
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Figure 26: vTSD Beacon Sensing and Device Registration interactions

In more details, the vTSD will support:
•

Device Discovery The devices should use a forwarding aggregation and broadcast
approach to allow the beacons to reach the closest edge node (xMEC) and be detected by
vTSD. The approach is an add-on to the normal 5G discovery method. A device should start
beaconing only if it has no 5G direct connection and the beacon shall contain:
o

information to be authenticated against vAAA

o

GPS position (optional) to be placed on a map.

o

Transmission Power (Tx) to draw a weighted connections graph.

Devices will merge and forward beacons following an energy aware policy and using
strategies to maximize the number of suited devices (100+)
•

New Device Authentication. Since vTSD is the entry point in the NRG-5 VNF chain, it
should ensure that access is provided only to trusted devices. Using the information collected
from beacons, the vTSD will be able to check the identity with the vAAA

•

Device Registration Once authenticated, vTSD advertises the presence of a new device to
vMME, responsible for listing all the devices and the services that we have in the 5G cell at
any time.

5.1.1.2 VNF interoperability
The vTSD VNF will be mainly responsible for collecting device- and services-related data and serving
them to other utility or generic VNFs, acting as a firmware service simplifying the interfacing with
various natively heterogeneous devices. vAAA (see section5.1.6) will also be tightly integrated,
particularly when it comes to authenticating the sensed devices. Last and in terms of registration of
the devices, the VNF will operate in cooperation with vMME (see section 5.1.4).
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5.1.2 vSON: Virtualized Self-Organized Networks
5.1.2.1 VNF description
The virtualized Self-Organized Networks (vSON) VNF offers self-organization and optimal data
routing, especially in cases that direct 5G connectivity is not available. Acting in close coordination
with vMME (see § 5.1.4), the vSON offers device topology determination as well as optimized routing
services to groups of IoT devices that have limited network connectivity capabilities and only
communicate via proper 5G-enabled gateways/relays. In this course, vSON will gather metrics about
the quality of the links and store the values in a proper database. vSON will then be able to interact
with vMME reading the device catalogue. vSON will be responsible for inferring the devices topology
and execute dynamic routing algorithms to extract optimal routing paths, based on specific metrics
such as the link quality, latency, reliability or to enforce energy awareness policies, as indicated in
Figure 27 .
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Figure 27 vSON Path Enforcement

In more details, the vTDS will support:
•

Topology Determination vSON will be responsible for keeping a map of the network at any
time. Periodically collecting information and metrics from the registered devices, vSON will
be able to draw a weighted graph representing the topology and to keep it up-to-date.

•

Optimal Routing Services vSON will run selected optimization algorithms to establish the
most effective routing paths to be compliant with explicit policy rules and other constraints,
such as, expected transmission count (ETX)and Expected Transmission Time (ETT). vSON
will push devices routing tables to enforce the computed paths.

5.1.2.2 VNF interoperability
As already briefly introduced, the vSON VNF will closely work with the vMME at the level of accessing
device and services catalogue. In the same context, vSON will interact with vAAA to authenticate
and authorize the requests of paths pushed by other actors.
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5.1.3 vMCM: Virtualized Machine-Cloud-Machine communications
5.1.3.1 VNF description
While Machine to Machine (M2M) communications will be utilized to meet real-time requirements,
the vMCM VNF targets resources with less critical time requirements and provides a digital
representation of the physical infrastructure in the cloud, enabling increased scalability and flexibility.
The vMCM will allow utility resources and assets, nodes and communication network resources to
be modelled and semantically described. These virtual representations will be hosted at the edge
cloud with further longer-term storage hosted in the cloud itself. Values from various resources will
be stored in near real-time in their edge cloud virtual representations. Via decentralisation and
caching, vMCM will significantly reduce latency, while interested stakeholders will perform queries
in the cloud instead of to the devices themselves, significantly increasing scalability and reducing
device energy consumption. In NRG-5 the MCM will be realised as a VNF to achieve flexibility and
adaptive deployment.
Elements of the above can be realised as a “Data Hub” solution which provides a uniform way (via
APIs) of accessing multiple heterogeneous data sets (from sensors or other data sources) which
might be realised as streams of data, events or supporting information such as device locations.
vMCM will support:
•

Ingestion of data via a secure API which can incorporate a data adaptor allowing multiple
types of data to be included;

•

Harmonisation of data to a common data format;

•

Discovery of datasets via a machine-readable catalogue (Hypercat) or via a browsable
catalogue based on CKAN;

•

Querying of data via a common API supported by a role-based access mechanism and
secured with API keys.

vMCM will support the notion of virtual device twinning at the edge cloud. This will require data
ingestion and storage capability to be deployed and scaled in an agile manner at the edge of the
communication network such that it can support a large number of devices with low latency. It will
also be necessary for MCM to reflect the elements and dynamics of the devices that it represents so
additional capability is required here beyond simple data representation e.g. support for analytics,
rules, alarms, etc. Finally, semantic representations of devices and data will be provided to better
support device discovery and more expressive querying of heterogeneous devices.
5.1.3.2 VNF interoperability
vMCM will be connected to utility-specific VNFs (e.g. vPMU, vESR, vRES, vDER) and in-field
devices (e.g. the NORM) in order to provide their virtual representation in the cloud or at the cloud
edge to achieve reliable, low latency data gathering from value-added services. Connectivity will be
achieved via HTTP, MQTT or other protocols as appropriate. In any case, vMCM will provide
RESTful HTTP interfaces for discovery and data push and pull. SPARQL interfaces will be also
considered to facilitate integration of Big Data applications and services. Interfaces will also be
considered in order to allow for seamless integration with data analytics applications.
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5.1.4 vMME: Virtual Mobility Management Entity
5.1.4.1 VNF description
The virtual Mobility Management Entity (vMME) is an extension to the standard LTE MME, which
provides for idle mobile devices paging and tagging (e.g. safeguarding the location of electric
vehicles (EVs) or mobile terminals such as drones in proximity to the associated base station). The
NRG-5 vMME implementation will be based on existing open source software such as
Openairinterface5G [48] and will be extended to support NRG-5 specific functionality.

Figure 28: vMME standard interfaces connection schema

vMME will support:
▪ Roaming Management: vMME will support outbound and inbound roaming subscribers from

other EPC and NGC systems.
▪ Mobility Management & Paging: vMME will provide for user equipment (UE) paging and

reachability along with seamless management of the UE mobility and activity related information,
including inter-RAT communication. Especially in case of NRG-5, mobile management will be
fine grained, optionally supported by GPS information of the UE (particularly in the case of
drones and EVs)
▪ Tracking Area Management: vMME will (re)allocate a tracking area identity list to the UE,

aggregating all 5G terminals in the area and their communication requirements.
▪ Network Access Control: vMME will collaborate with the vAAA (see §5.1.6) VNF to manage

authentication and authorization for the UE and facilitate UE access to the network to gain IP
connectivity.
▪ Lawful Intercept: Since the vMME will manage the control plane of the network, it will provide

the whereabouts of a UE to a law enforcement monitoring facility, supported by vBCP VNF (see
§5.1.5).
▪ Load Balancing Between SGWs: Directs UEs entering a software gateway (SGW) pool area

to an appropriate SGW. This achieves load balancing between SGWs.
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5.1.4.2 VNF interoperability
Adhering for reasons of backwards-compatibility with the common 3GPP LTE standards, the vMME
will be connected via S1-C/S1-MME interface [49] with the eNodeB (LTE or New Radio RAN), via a
S11 interface [50] with the Serving Gateway (SGW) and via a S6a interface [38] with the HSS. The
integrated S1 MME interface stack consists of IP, the SCTP (Stream Control Transmission
Protocol) offering session management and reliable sequenced delivery of data with multiple
unidirectional streams, and the S1AP (S1 Application Part) offering functions such as Bearer
management functions, initial context transfer function, mobility functions for UE, Paging, Reset
functionality, error reporting, UE context release function and Status transfer. In this course, vMME
will be connected as depicted in Figure 28.

Figure 29: vMME VNFs interaction schema

Apart from the standard interfaces integration, the vMME, being a core VNF, managing devices’
location awareness, closely interworks with the vTSD. vTSD reports to the vMME the list of UE that
have been discovered or registered to the area covered by the xMEC and supports roaming
management, paging and tracking area management functions. Similarly, vSON integrates with the
vMME reporting the established UE communication paths and mobility activity and supporting the
radio resource management functionality. In order to support load balancing across SGWs, vMME
also interacts with the vMCM VNF, supporting the Machine Cloud Machine communication. Finally,
at the level of device authentication and authorization, the vMME will interact with vAAA, detailed in
§5.1.6. The NRG-5 reference implementation of vMME will closely collaborate with a number of
VNFs.
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5.1.5 vBCP: Virtual Blockchain Processing
5.1.5.1 VNF description
The Virtual Blockchain processing (vBCP) VNF aims at providing an easy-to-use and universal API
gateway allowing multiple applications to benefit from the security, immutability and transparency
properties of Blockchain technology, without dealing with Blockchain-specific development. In this
sense, the vBCP aims at democratizing the Blockchain development, allowing even resourceconstrained devices or legacy applications to be part of a Blockchain-enabled (distributed)
application. In this course, the main functionality of the vBCP may be summarized:
•

Blockchains access management: Since Blockchain is using asymmetric, elliptic
cryptography principles for to allow users to interact, the vBCP will offer APIs so that
registration and access management on the blockchain infrastructure is facilitated and done
in a straightforward manner.

•

Transactions management: vBCP will expose RESTful APIs allowing third-parties to easily
register transactions on the blockchain, regardless of the type of information or the purpose
lying behind its use.

•

Blockchain information discoverability: To facilitate information retrieval from the
blockchain (a task that can be both time and computing power consuming), the vBCP VNF
will expose services allowing for quick and effective data retrieval from the Blockchain.

•

Smart Contracts management: vBCP will offer RESTful APIs enabling other applications
and functions to issue and watch smart contracts, when the underlying blockchain
infrastructure supports it such as the Ethereum Blockchain [51].

•

Blockchains notification management: vBCP will allow third party applications to register
for updates against a specific blockchain address holding a smart contract, so that they have
immediate notifications when the smart contract gets activated; this may allow easy
integration of blockchain events into generic real-time applications, offering a publishsubscribe alternative to traditional HTTP services.

Given the above, the vBCP will allow applications to integrate with various Blockchain technologies,
handling the relevant infrastructures not as distributed ledger technology instantiations but, rather,
as a commodity database system exposing RESTful services with hardened security, reliability and
immutability characteristics. Even though in the context of NRG-5, support will be provided only for
operations related to the Ethereum Blockchain technology integrated with the IPFS distributed
filesystem [52], comprehensive guides on how to integrate multiple Blockchain technologies (such
as Hyperledger Fabric [26], or Hyperdeger Sawtooth [53]) will be provided.
5.1.5.2 VNF interoperability
Acting as a persistence-layer mediation service/API, the vBCP will play a key role in the overall NRG5 information flows management, practically enabling the authentication, authorization and
accounting (AAA) operations exposed by the vAAA VNF (see §5.1.6). At the same time,
interoperability will be achieved with the devices so that they are able to push information (e.g.
monitoring data coming from the NORM measurements) to the blockchains. Last, it will operate as
the basis for implementing the lock-in free application paradigm (see Deliverable D1.1 [36] UC1)
allowing prosumers and utilities to transparently communicate and dynamically adapt their
memoranda of collaboration.
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Figure 30: General overview of vBCP mediation services

Since Blockchain technology is designed to natively reject trusted third parties, the vBCP will not try
to imitate one; instead, stateless operation and completely user-defined operation will be pursued
and adopted, simultaneously allowing the design and deployment of vBCP in the context of a micro
services-oriented architecture, appropriate for being used under decentralized 5G environments, as
represented in Figure 30.

5.1.6 vAAA: Virtualized Authentication, Authorization, Accounting
5.1.6.1 VNF description
The virtualized AAA (vAAA) VNF will be responsible for providing services related to the
administration of the field devices at the level of authentication and authorization, closely interfacing
with the nodes Physical Unclonable Functions (PUF) and the vBCP blockchain processing VNF to
offer accounting and smart contracts functionality. In general, four distinct functionalities are
envisioned for the vAAA, as follows.
vAAA will support:
•

Device Authentication: in cooperation with the nodes embedded PUF software and the
vBCP VNF (exploiting the Blockchains access control and smart contracts management
characteristics of the latter), the vAAA will be responsible for authenticating devices against
the blockchain. The vAAA VNF will use a Zero-Knowledge Proof (ZKP) [54] protocol designed
in the context of the H2020 SUCCESS project [55] that essentially binds the identity of NORM
systems to their intrinsic hardware characteristics. Despite prioritizing NORMs, any device
granted with compatible ZKP service capabilities will be able to be natively supported.

•

Messages decryption: When the end-device is a 5G-enabled device supporting NRG-5 ZPK
protocol delivering data services where data is encrypted actively using the ZPK
characteristics, the vAAA will be able to also provide decryption services for the messages
sent by the 5G-NORMs.

•

Device Authorization: The vAAA will expose an advanced, blockchains-aware, attributebased access control (ABAC) set of functionalities, essentially allowing users to define
refined rules as to the access rights third parties may have to their own resources.
Authorization will be achieved by means of a model that is able to control access to objects
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by evaluating rules against the attributes of entities (subject and object), operations, and the
environment relevant to a request. In this way, access control will be more fine-grained,
flexible, much more expressive also avoiding the assignment of a trusted third party
performing the authorization.
•

Device Accounting: When not directly interacting with the vBCP, in-field devices will, via
vAAA, be able to store various metering data into the blockchain, the latter providing it on
demand; this, in conjunction with the smart contracts supported by the vBCP will help towards
rendering the billing processes of a wide number of metering-based services transparent,
essentially allowing for the emergence of lock-in free operation of utilities.

Table 5: Basic vAAA functionality
Type of operation
Authentication
Authorization
Accounting
Messages decryption

Description
Validates based on a blockchains-enabled ZKP
protocol that a device holds the identity it claims.
Authorizes access to an entity based on a blockchainsbased attribute-based access control protocol.
Stores values from selected device types (e.g. smart
meters) to the blockchain so that billing is facilitated.
Decrypts data from streams coming from fully NRG-5
vAAA compliant devices (e.g. 5G-NORM).

Timeframe
Real-time
Real-time
Real-time
Real-time

5.1.6.2 VNF interoperability
Based on the Blockchain abstraction layer offered by the vBCP VNF, vAAA exhibits strong
interoperation links with the former. However, since AAA operations are vital in securing the context
of a vast variety of applications, the vAAA VNF holds a similar role in NRG-5, providing services to
practically all Self-* VNFs of NRG-5, as well as to VNFs holding representations of physical devices
and relevant services to the cloud, such as the vPMU, vRES, vDES and vESR.

.
Figure 31: Overview of the interconnection of vAAA in the NRG-5 context
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5.2 Group 2: General Applications VNFs
The General Applications VNFs are application specific VNFs introduced by NRG-5, but considered
as having general interest to use cases well beyond smart energy.

5.2.1 vMPA: Virtual Media Processing and Analysis
5.2.1.1 VNF description
The virtual Media Processing & Analysis (vMPA) VNF will be able to perform close to real-time video
stream processing and analysis. NRG-5 will utilize the vMPA for processing video data transmitted
from drones so that drones may fly, without necessitating the explicit presence of human controllers,
when possible.
vMPA will support:
•

•

•

Video analysis: receiving a video stream from a unicast/multicast IP address, the vMPA is
able to perform compute vision analysis in a close to real time. The VNF will:
o

Inspect underground pipes by detecting ground surface modifications: visual aspect
of the grass, disappearance of grass, ground floor movements, presence of
machines.

o

People detection in forbidden zones.

o

People detection by using thermal images: injured or distressed people detection.

Image processing: Similar to video stream, standalone images can be also analysed. The
VNF will:
o

Inspect underground pipes by detecting ground surface modifications: visual aspect
of the grass, disappearance of grass, ground floor movements, presence of
machines.

o

People detection in forbidden zones.

o

People detection by using thermal images: injured or distressed people detection.

Alerting services: in case that the video processing analyser finds some misbehaviour in
the video detecting one of the scenarios described in the video analysis part, an alert is raised
to warn the central maintenance office to check the video/images.

•

Storage services: videos received by the vMPA can be locally stored and/or sent to other
places, a central control room for instance. Every video stored locally will be deleted when
the vMPA is deleted.
The functionalities of this VNF can be split as shown in table 6.
Table 6: Basic vMPA functionality
Type of operation

Description

Timeframe

Video analysis

A pipeline is listening for a video stream as input. The
video input will trigger the video processing and analysis
and results can be raised as a normal report or as alerts.

Close to real-time

Image processing

Standalone images with enough information by
themselves can be also analysed as the video stream.

Close to real-time

Alerting services

In the case the video analyser reports any misbehaviour
in the video, alerts can be raised to warn the central
maintenance office to check the video/images.

Near real-time
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Storage services

The videos can be stored in the same VNF or/and sent to
an external storage for future queries.

Near real-time

5.2.1.2 VNF interoperability
The vMPA will interact with the vAAA to ensure authentication and security policy enforcement,
vBCP to save a registry of the analysed videos and alerts raised and vMME to ensure video analysis
continues even when the device changes to another base station.

5.2.2

vDFC: Virtualized Drone Flight Control

5.2.2.1 VNF description
The virtual Drones Flight Control (vDFC) is able to perform real time autonomous control of drones.
This VNF may also be used for applications such as precision agriculture, security monitoring of
critical infrastructures and crowd management. The vDFC VNF will perform the waypoint flight
planning software for a swarm of drones, for carrying out complex surveying projects with minimum
time and effort.
vDFC will support:
•

Basic real time control of the drone: any user (overlooking the current countries regulation)
may control the drone by using a standard keyboard. The user can watch at the near-realtime video the drone is capturing and be aware of the telemetry of the current state of the
drone.

•

Flight planning: a flight plan can be set as point marks. vDFC can guide the drone to avoid
collisions based on a 3D map of the terrain, constructions and objects existing in the
scenario.

•

Remote login to control the drone: any user having the right authorisation to login to the
system can connect to the vDFC to start controlling the drone remotely in the same way as
if it is into the network.
The functionalities of this VNF can be split as follows:
Table 7: Basic vDFC functionality.
Type of operation

Description

Timeframe

Basic real time
remote control of the
drone

Perform real time autonomous control of drones.

Real-time

Flight planning

Having a 3D map of the area and flight plan as points
marks, vDFC will guide the drone through all the
points. It avoids collisions with terrain, constructions
and objects that are in the 3D map.

Near-real-time

Remote login to
control the drone

Login to the system accessing to the vDFC to start
controlling the drone remotely

Depending on the
location of the user

5.2.2.2 VNF interoperability
The vDFC will interact with the vAAA to ensure authentication and security policy enforcement, vBCP
to save a registry of the analysed videos and alerts raised and vMME to ensure video analysis
continues even when the device changes to another base station.
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5.3 Group 3: Smart Energy Specific VNFs
The Smart Energy Specific VNFs are introduced by NRG-5 to meet the smart energy use cases.
However, they also demonstrate how the VNF concept may apply to various vertical domains.

5.3.1 vPMU: Virtualized Phasor Measurement Unit
5.3.1.1 VNF description
The scope of the virtualized Phasor Measurement Unit (vPMU) is to provide voltage levels and
frequency values related to the smart grid and support for other VNFs to monitor the state of the grid.
Generally, PMUs provide time-stamped magnitude and phase values of voltage and, eventually,
current. Additionally, they can provide frequency measurements and rate of change of frequency
(ROCOF) value. Data rates can vary, according to IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 [56], between 1 and
50/60 Phasors per second, hence the selected data rates depend on the specific application
requirements. In general, output values are generally encapsulated in IEC 61850 sampled values
[57]. Similarly to the PMU, an Intelligent Electronic Device (IED) is a physical hardware that controls
electric measurements or actuator hardware. In most cases it is accessible via an IEC61850
interface and can be either queried for the status or a measurement, like a breaker status or a
temperature measurement, or it can be remotely controlled to setvRES
a status, like the position of a
breaker.
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32: vPMU as Phasor Data Concentrator

The vPMU will support:
•

Collection of measures from physical devices. One function of the vPMU application will
be the collection of phasors from physical devices or IEDs on the field (Figure 27). It could
work with a 1:1 ratio, one vPMU for each physical device, or with a N:1 ratio, one vPMU
collects data from a set of physical devices (clustered according to location, type of
installation, type of customers connected, etc). In this case the vPMU would act as a Phasor
Data Concentrator (PDC), general SCADA system or IED.

•

Phasor calculation based on timestamped-sampled values of voltage and/or current.
The vPMU will also extend the phasor calculation by calculating other power metrics, for
example, Total Harmonic Distortion (THD). In practical terms, when a utility application would
need to query a PMU for a data type that is not provided intrinsically by the physical sensors,
the vPMU would act as a virtual sensor exposing the available data types as well as a set of
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derivative ones. The application would subsequently query the virtual sensor directly, without
having to perform the calculations itself, hence saving development time as well as
operations-level latency
For the interfacing with the data acquisition in the field, which is either the physical PMU, IED or
simple data acquisition unit, the vPMU will be able to receive time-stamped data points. The data
points only differ in dimension and in sample rate. Besides the raw data, there is the need for
parameter interchange once in the beginning of the communication. Parameters could be for
example identification and system parameters. Depending on the implementation of the vPMU these
parameters are used directly by the vPMU or another VNF in the chain. The output interface depends
strongly on the implemented functionality. It will most likely contain some kind of time-stamped data
vector, containing phasor, voltage, current or other grid metrics.

5.3.1.2 VNF interoperability
Besides the physical PMU that will definitely be integrated, the vPMU will also interact with the vMCM
component so that recent data are readily available as a service. In addition to that, it will interact
with the vAAA to ensure security policy enforcement.
Table 8: Basic vPMU functionality
Type of operation

Description

Timeframe

Phasor calculation

Calculate phasors and/or other grid metrics from a
continuous stream of timestamped amplitude values
and forward or process the results.

Real-time

Phasor collection

Concentrator phasors from multiple PMUs and forward
and/or process them.

Depending on further
usage, either Realtime or slower

5.3.2 vESR: Virtualized Electricity Substation & Rerouting
5.3.2.1 VNF description
The virtualized Electricity Substation & Rerouting (vESR) enables control of the local substation and
electricity rerouting activities. By utilising the vMCM functionality, the measurements of the current
substation status, including for example breaker status, PMU measurements, active and reactive
power and voltages on busbars, are organized as virtual sensors, allowing third party applications to
query the virtual representations, increasing scalability and performance. Yet the main function of
the vESR will be to automatically find a new topology at substation level for re-supplying consumers
/ prosumers and distributing the functionality of the substation throughout the edge of the power grid.
In NRG-5 the vESR is the virtual network function tailored to processing the data available at a
substation at edge cloud level. Following the structure framed in the Figure 33 we can analyze the
connection and data exchanges that support the functionalities of this VNF.
The vESR could be deployed locally or in the xMEC, wherever the energy management is needed
and will quantify the energy and power needs to operate the re-routing of energy function, facing
congestion in the smart grid and also to mitigate reverse power flow. Mainly it exploits the flexibility
through Demand Response to collect energy and power flexibility to optimize the power flow in the
grid.
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Figure 33: General schema at substation level

In more details the vESR will support:
•

Substation Monitoring: vESR will interact with the substation SCADA or IED system to
monitor the substation status and report the data to the application logic.

•

Fault Isolation and Energy rerouting. In order to meet the strict constrains of the smart
energy vertical, fault isolation, self-healing and management of the energy re-routing is
performed at local level by the vESR.

•

Local Energy Optimization. vESR will receive the overall optimization target from the
application logic and perform local optimization to meet the DR requirements.

5.3.2.2 VNF interoperability
ESR will communicate with the physical control units of the substation (SCADA or IED) and also
interact with the Smart Energy specific VNFs (i.e. vPMU, vRES and vDES). Moreover, vESR will
interact with the vMCM for storing measured valued and substation status. In addition it may also
interact with the vMME and the vAAA to ensure security policy enforcement.

5.3.3 vRES: Virtualized Renewable Energy Resources
5.3.3.1 VNF description
This VNF is the virtual function in charge to provide flexibility data to the vESR and to the application
logic. As shown in Figure 34, a 5G-NORM subsystem operates as a measurement unit to produce
real data that through the 5G communication link are sent to the xMEC to be processed by the vRES
and stored using the vMCM. The vRES makes available the energy production and flexibility that PV
Cell, PV Park or a Wind Farm offer to the flexibility resource. The vRES in combination with vDES
will enable both the self-consumption scenario and in a broader way the DRaaS. From a practical
point of view, the main output of each vRES service will be the simulated or calculated flexibility
made available for the DR creation and energy management.
vRES will support:
•

Flexibility available from the Renewables resources. Values of flexibility in a given time
window and defined for a given NORM associated to the VRES

•

Energy generation forecast. Based on 3rd party weather forecasts, the VNF will generate a
medium-term energy forecast

•

Control action. It will have the possibility to manage control action to enable or disable the
renewable energy production
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Figure 34: General schema in the case of renewable resources

The chaining of these functionalities provide energy and flexibility in a given time interval. It has a
given set of input VNFs and usually provides a single VNF as output / result.
Table 9: Basic vRES functionality
Type of operation

Description

Timeframe

Energy generation
measurement

Energy production values measured by NORM as time
series

Sample every 15
minutes

Energy generation
forecast

Base on 3rd party weather prediction, a medium term
energy generation forecast will be provided, including
AVG and total energy

Prediction for the next
2-3 hours

Flexibility provided

Values of flexibility in a given time window and defined
for a given NORM

Depending on the time
span requested

5.3.3.2 VNF interoperability
Besides the physical control units that it will integrate with, the vRES will also interact with the vESR
and the vMCM components so that recent data are readily available as a service. In addition to that,
it will interact with the vMME and vAAA to ensure security policy enforcement.
In addition, vRES interact with the vMME to receive geolocation information of RES. vRES also
interacts with the vESR in order to provide the necessary energy generation and flexibility prediction.
Finally, vRES will interact with the vAAA and the vBCP to ensure security policy enforcement and
provide smart contracts in case of energy generation.

5.3.4 vDES: Virtualized Distributed Energy Storage
5.3.4.1 VNF description
The core functionality exposed by the virtualized Distributed Energy Storage (vDES) VNF is the
optimized management and local control of distributed energy storage (like second life batteries,
EVs on the move and EVs chargers) and the energy flexibility in a certain time interval provided a
given time in advance. The flexibility in this context will be intended both as capability to store energy
and a capability to offer discharge of the batteries. It refers to both non-owned DSO batteries and
the EV acting as storage. As shown in Figure 35, the main functionality of this NFV will be to send,
in real-time, flexibility and energy consumption signals to the vESR, that will manage energy and
flexibility through proper routing in order to avoid reverse power flow in the MV network. This will be
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achieved by the means of a flexibility request in a specific amount of kW during a specific amount of
time.
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Figure 35: Local control of distributed energy storage

In more details, the vDES will support:
•

Stationary Energy Stored. Calculated or simulated flexibility from stationary distributed
energy storage resources, such as second life batteries. The VNF will be capable of providing
both simulated and calculated energy flexibility for the second life batteries.

•

Movable Energy Stored. Calculated or simulated flexibility from movable distributed energy
storage resources, such as EVs. The VNF will be capable of providing both simulated and
calculated energy flexibilities along with geo-location for the EV batteries.

•

Movable Energy loads. EVs may be considered as movable loads that provide flexibility.
For this reason EVs and related charging stations will provide energy flexibility to be exploited
for the creation of DR campaigns.
Table 10: Basic vDES functionality

Type of operation

Description

Timeframe

Stationary Energy
Storage

Energy buffer available in a given timeframe in a specific
location (e.g. due to 2nd life batteries)

Sample every 15
minutes

Movable Energy
Storage

Energy buffer available in a given timeframe and the location
that this energy could be available (e.g. due to EVs)

Sample every 15
minutes

Movable Energy
Load

Energy load available in a given timeframe and the location
that this energy load could be moved

Sample every 15
minutes

Flexibility
provided

Values of flexibility in a given time window and defined for a
given NORM

Depending on the
time span requested

5.3.4.2 VNF interoperability
Besides the physical control units the vDES will also interact with the vMCM component so that
recent data are readily available as a service. In addition, vDES interact with the vMME to receive
geolocation information of the batteries and EVs/EV chargers. vDES also interacts with the vESR in
order to provide the necessary energy storage/load and flexibility. Finally, vDES will interact with the
vAAA and the vBCP to ensure security policy enforcement and smart contract in case of energy
storage/consumption.
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6 Conclusion
The 5G mobile communications system has the ambition of responding to the widest range of service
and applications in the history of mobile and wireless communications, categorized under eMBB,
mMTC and URLLC. In responding to the requirements of these services and applications, the 5G
mobile system aims to provide a flexible platform to enable new business cases and models to
integrate vertical industries, such as, energy, automotive, manufacturing, and entertainment. On this
basis, various technologies such as network slicing and virtualization emerge as promising futureproof concepts that adhere to the technological and business needs of different industries.
Furthermore, a security architecture shall be natively integrated into the overall architecture, e.g., to
ensure the requirements of the enhanced applications and services pertaining to safety-critical use
cases
In the 5G context, the target of the NRG-5 (“Enabling Smart Energy as a Service via 5G Mobile
Network advances”) project is to design and develop a novel 5G solution for the energy vertical that
represents one of the most demanding use cases/test cases for 5G enabling technologies. Based
on the outcomes of various standardization groups and in particular the 5G-PPP Architecture Group
proposal, this deliverable describes the NRG-5 architecture, which allows deployment of smart
energy vertical services in a more effective way. The NRG-5 architecture is designed to offer high
scalability via a sliced network, MCM communications and migrating time critical functions as close
to the energy network as possible.
The most important result of the NRG-5 architecture is the capability to implement the model network
“as a service” for both the telecom and the energy context: depending on the service to be delivered
and the physical infrastructure to be deployed, the functionalities are dynamically instantiated where
they are needed and with the right sizing. Commissioning and dynamic de-commissioning are
enabled (both over time and in space) according to the use cases to be used, realizing the scalability
of the offered solution.
Finally, the proposed NRG-5 architectural design described in this deliverable defines all the different
components necessary for the integration and validation of the different NRG-5 use cases. Each
use case is an “experimental” context (proof of concept) able to demonstrate and validate the
capabilities offered by the NRG-5 solution realised according to the designed architecture. The
proposed model allows the realisation of each use case in the “Energy” domain according to the 5G
PPP architecture approach, but also develops a new model to realise the functionalities requested
for this specific market. The approach based on the suggested NRG-5 architecture is able to create
new and increasingly complex functionalities, allowing a customer oriented market vision to be
realised. This allows new flexible services to be built, based on the innovative telecom and energy
networks, in a much shorter time frame and in compliance with demanding service KPIs.
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7 Abbreviations

Acronym

Explanation

3GPP

3 rd Generation Partnership Project (standardisation body)

4G

4th Generation of Mobile Communications

5G

5th Generation of Mobile Communications

5G-PPP

5th Generation-Public Private Partnership

AAA

Authentication, Authorisation and Accounting

ADN

Active Distribution Network

AMI

Advanced Metering Infrastructure

AMIaaS

Advanced Metering Infrastructure as a Service

AN

Access network

API

Application Programming Interface

CA

Consortium Agreement

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CC

Cloud Computing

CI-SLA

Critical Infrastructures Service Level Agreements

CN

Core Network

COTS

Commercial off the shelf

CP

Control Plane

C-RAN

Cloud Radio Access Network

DA-RAN

Disaggregated-Radio Access Network

DC

Data Centre

DDRaaS

Dispatchable Demand Response as a Service
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DER

Distributed Energy Resources

DoW

Description of Work

DSO

Distribution System Operator

E2E

End-to-End

EC

European Commission

EMS

Element Management System

ENI

Experiential Networked INTELligence

eNodeB

Evolved Node B

EuCNC

European Conference on Networks and Communications

EV

Electric Vehicle

EVE

Evolution and Ecosystem

FB

Facebook

FG

Forwarding Graph

FI

Future Internet

GA

Grant Agreement

GS

Group Specification

H2020

Horizon 2020

HV

High Voltage

HW

Hardware

ICC

International Conference on Communications

ICT

Information and Communications Technology

IETF

Internet Engineering Task Force

IMT

International Mobile Communications

IoT

Internet of Things

IP

Internet Protocol
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IPR

Intellectual Property Right

IPSec

Internet Protocol Security

ISG

Industry Standardization Group

ISP

Internet Service Provider

IT

Information Technology

ITU

International Telecommunication Union

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

LTE

Long Term Evolution

LV

Low Voltage

M2M

Machine to Machine

MANO

Management and Orchestration

MCM

Machine Cloud Machine

MCPTT

Mission Critical Push To Talk

MEC

Mobile Edge Computing/ Multi-access Edge Computing

mMTC

Massive MTC

MTC

Machine Type Communications

MV

Medium Voltage

MVNO

Mobile Virtual Network Operator

N/A

not applicable

NB-IOT

Narrow-Band Internet-of-Things

NFV

Network Function Virtualization

NGIN

Next Generation Intelligent Networks

NGMN

Next Generation Mobile Networks

NORM

New-generation Open Real-time Smart Meter
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NS

Network service

NSO

Network Service Orchestrator

OBD

On Board Device

ONF

Open Networking Foundation

OPEX

Operational Expenditure

PaaS

Platform-as-a-Service

PCF

Policy Control Function

PKI

Public Key Infrastructure

PLMN

Public Land Mobile Network

PMaaS

Predictive Maintenance as a Service

PMR

Private Mobile Radio

PMU

Phase Measurement Unit

PUF

Physically Unclonable Function

PV

Photo Voltaic

QoE

Quality of Experience

QoS

Quality of Service

RAN

Radio Access Network

RES

Renewable Energy Sources

RIA

Research and Innovation Action

RO

Resource Orchestrator

RRM

Radio Resources Management

SCPC

Single Channel Per Carrier

SD

Software-Defined

SDN

Software-Defined Networking

SD-RAN

Software-Defined Radio Access Network
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SM

Smart Meter

SMF

Security Monitoring Framework

SON

Self-Organising Network

SOSP

Symposium on Operating Systems Principles

SW

Software

TBD, tbd

to be defined

TSG

Technical Specification Group

UE

User Equipment

UP

User Plan

UPF

User Plane Function

vAMI

Virtual Advance Metering Infrastructure

vBCP

virtual Blockchains Processing

vDER

virtual Distributed Energy Resource

vDFC

virtual Drones Flight Control

vESR

virtual Electricity Substation & Rerouting

VIM

Virtual Infrastructure Manager

VM

Virtual Machine

vMCM

virtual Machine-Cloud-Machine

vMME

virtual Mobility Management Entity

vMPA

virtual Media Processing & Analysis

VNF

Virtualized Network Function

VNFD

VNF Descriptors

VNO

Virtual Network Operator

VoIP

Voice over Internet Protocol

vPMU

virtual Phasor Measurement Unit
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vRES

virtual Renewable Energy Sources

vSON

virtual Self-Organizing Networks

VTC

Vehicular Technology Conference

vTSD

virtual Terminals Self-Discovery

VTU

Video Transcoding Unit

WG

Work Group

XaaS

Platform or Infrastructure as-a-Service

xMBB

Massive broadband

xMEC

extended Mobile Edge Computing
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